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by Kylie Lacey ’ll
News Staff
The freezing temperature and sleet were 
not enough to keep approximately 50 PC 
students and faculty members from carry­
ing brooms, sporting red ribbons, and 
wearing stickers that proclaimed the 
“Beloved Community” of which Dr. 
Martin Luther King Jr. spoke at the River 
Avenue rally on Tues. Jan. 22.
One student, Owen Bligh ’ 10 carried a sign 
proclaiming “Tim Welsh, $62,500/month, 
Hurley Workers $l,828/month.”
“I think it’s important to show that he 
who makes the highest amount of money 
on campus makes more than 50 times more 
than those who make the least,” Bligh said.
Various members of the school and the 
community, including council member 
Luis Aponte, sang and gave brief speeches 
about the Hurley workers’ cause.
An ideal particularly emphasized was that 
of PC’s Catholic beliefs. Students who spoke 
urged the school to uphold its Catholic tradi­
tions of fairness and social equality.
Julia Frias, one of the Hurley workers, 
passionately spoke via a translator.
“I’m a Catholic,” she said. “That 
implies a commitment to my community.”
The Hurley workers see themselves as 
just as much a part of the PC community as 
the students and believe they deserve to be 
treated just as fairly.
The Student Labor Alliance held the 
rally in support the school’s janitorial staff, 
who are currently in the midst of contract 
negotiations with their contractors, Hurley 
of America.
On average, the full-time workers are 
paid $11.43 an hoyr regardless of the num­
ber of years they have been employed.
Over the years, the college has gone 
through different contractors, even 
directly employing workers at certain I 
points. Though some have been with PC 
for 20 or more years, when a new con­
tract company is hired, new healthcare 
benefits and wages must be renegotiat­
ed.
The promising story of Brandeis 
University students rallying Hurley of i 
America to raise starting wages from 
$11.35 to $15.60 gives high hopes to PC 
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Students and faculty rally to support the Hurley workers in their negotiations for 
higher wages and better benefits.
QUESTIONING PARIETALS AT PC
by Rick Kurker ’09
News Staff
“Visitation is a privilege, not a right.”
These words, from the 2007-2008 
Providence College student handbook, 
introduce the Providence College policy of 
parietals. Parietals apply to all students 
who live on campus, and set visitation 
hours for students who are visiting other 
students of the opposite sex. According to 
the PC handbook, visitation hours are 
10:00 a.m. to 12:00 p.m. from Sunday 
through Thursday, and 10:00 a.m. to 2:00 
a.m. on Fridays and Saturdays. Visitation 
hours end at midnight during reading peri­
od, exams, holidays, and breaks. In apart­
ments and suites, the rules apply to indi­
vidual rooms but not to the common 
rooms.
According to Dr. Steven Sears, dean of 
residence life, parietals have been around 
since the beginning of Providence 
College’s existence. Yet, he does not 
believe that parietals are outdated, as the 
purpose of parietals is to maintain order on 
the Providence College campus while 
upholding Catholic ideals.
“Providence College is a unique com­
munity that embraces the teachings of the 
Dominican Order,” Sears said. “Within 
this framework, we continue to create 
plenty of common space to support stu­
dents to study and congregate outside the 
existing parietal hours.”
Sears also said that, based on informal 
interviews in which he has participated, 
parietals actually draw prospective stu­
dents to Providence College and satisfy 
current students.
“During these interviews, we, 
Residence Life, constantly ask for feed 
back regarding why students chose to 
attend PC and what they like and dislike 
about housing,” Sears said. “We are often 
informed by both prospective and current 
students that they like parietals because it 
places the ownership on the College to 
have guests removed from their immediate 
living space.”
In doing so, Sears continued, parietals  
does not place students and roommates in  
the position to ask an invasive male or 
female to leave.
“Students have indicated that it makes it 






by Chris Donnelly ’08
News Staff
In the next two weeks, members of a 
newly formed vegetarian/vegan group will 
be collecting signatures throughout 
Providence College’s dormitories and 
apartments for a petition to improve the 
options for vegetarians, especially vegans, 
at Raymond Hall Cafeteria. The campaign 
will also serve to create awareness for veg­
etarian students who may be unaware of 
the group.
“After being here a few weeks, we real­
ized we were not getting the kind of 
choices we need to be healthy vegetari­
ans,” said Elizabeth Mosier ’ll, who is a 
member of the group and has been a veg­
etarian for over three years.
The vegan diet proscribes animal prod­
ucts of any kind (meat, milk, eggs, honey, 
etc.) while the vegetarian diet, depending 
on the variation, allows for some animal 
products that are produced through non- 
lethal means to be eaten.
“I think it is a healthier lifestyle, better 
for me and better for the environment,” 
said Mosier.
According to Allison Filepp ’ll, the 
vegetarian group started after a conver­
sation between her and Briana Clements 
’08 on the topic of animal rights. The 
conversation eventually shifted to their 
mutual vegetarianism.
“Seeing how limited my food options 
were, 1 became really frustrated. 1 am pay­
ing just as much for my meal plan as those 
who have more options,” said Clements, 
who during the summer of 2007 worked as 
an intern at the Farm Sanctuary.
The Farm Sanctuary takes in abused 
animals and educates people about the 
reality of factory farming. As part of her 
internship, Clements had to adopt a vegan 
diet, which she continued after the comple­
tion of her program.
“Having recently become vegan, it is 
hard to find healthy options and a variety 
of healthy options,” said Clements.
They discussed the difficulty they both 
say they felt existed in maintaining the diet 
while at Providence College. Filepp was a 
vegan before entering her freshman year, 
but she said she was forced to change her 
diet away from the stricter vegan diet and 
to the traditional vegetarian diet due to the 
lack of options. She said the only foods 
Raymond Cafeteria consistently serves 
that a vegan can eat are rice and beans, but 
that even the beans are cooked with milk.
“It gets nauseating having to eat beans 
and rice twice a day, everyday,” said Filepp.
After discussing the creation of a peti­
tion and talking to vegetarian friends, 
Clements and Filepp decided to start a 
group on campus consisting of the 
College’s vegetarian students. The first 
meeting of the group was in November of 
last year and members have been meeting 
regularly on Mondays at various locations 
in the Slavin Center.
“I am just interested in seeing if we 
could make a change and benefit every­
one,” said group member Bethany Killian 
’ 11, a member of the group, who has been 
a vegetarian for a year.
The vegetarian and vegan diets, when 
planned correctly, can be beneficial to a 
person’s health, according to the American 
Dietetic Association and Dietitians of 
Canada. Those diets contain foods that are 
high in carbohydrates and antioxidants. 
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Art Exhibition at the Hunt- 
Cavanagh Gallery
The Hunt-Cavanagh Gallery at 
Providence College will have the privilege 
of being home to Emily Corbato’s photog­
raphy exhibit from Jan. 17 to Feb. 21.
Ms. Corbato, an accomplished pho­
tographer and pianist, is presenting her 
exhibition entitled The Long Street: a 
Visual Journey. As a compilation of 
black and white photographs, the collec­
tion includes six different series: 
“Mother’s Apartment (The Letting 
Go),” “Harvard Square at Night,” 
“Camp Schoharie 44th Camp Reunion,” 
“NYC, Greenwich Village,” 
“Disneyland (Or What Was I 
Thinking?),” and “4th of July Parade, 
Martha’s Vineyard.”
“My work is silver-gelatin prints and I 
haven’t gone into digital work yet. I only 
started doing this about 15 years ago. I do 
my own developing and printing, and I 
love the process,” said Corbato.
Sadly, Corbato lost her mother to can­
cer, but was able to capture the most 
important and personal pieces of her moth­
er’s life in her photographs. One of 
Corbato’s most personal photographs, enti­
tled, “Absence”, captures her mother’s 
empty chair. In the photograph, Corbato’s 
mother is reading The New York Times as 
she did daily in the same chair. When her 
mother stood up to leave the room for a 
quick moment, Corbato photographed the 
empty chair full of wrinkles and move­
ment from her mother’s own body. 
Sunlight streamed through onto the empty 
chair and produced a stunning image of 
loneliness and beauty.
“It explores a woman’s relationship, 
exchanging feelings of love, realizing 
changes in the emotional balance between 
us, mother to daughter, daughter as mother 
and at last as griever. It taps into a very 
personal part of me, my life as a woman 
and mother and grandmother, and my 
sense of abandonment and profound loss,” 
wrote Corbato as she described the photo­
graphs of her mother.
Another series of photographs that pro­
duced a very personal impact on Corbato 
was the collection of her 44th Reunion at 
Camp Schoharie.
“I hadn’t seen these people since I was 
19. We were allowed two hours to see 
everybody and we instantly recognized 
each other. We had all been through years 
of marriage, kids, joy, and sorrow. We 
were able to stand around close to one 
another singing camp songs and remem­
bering our past lives,” said Corbato.
Corbato’s exhibit is open daily from 9 
am to 4 pm in the Hunt-Cavanagh Gallery. 
Corbato’s personal website is www.ecor- 
bato.com which is home to several other 
collections of photographs.
New Uniforms for Ray Cafeteria 
Employees
Approximately three weeks ago, the 
workers of Raymond Cafeteria began 
wearing new uniforms.
“I think they look more professional 
as if it were an actual restaurant,” said 
Jane Sullivan ‘11
Rather than the outdated blue polo 
shirts, khaki pants, and khaki baseball 
caps, the workers are now wearing new 
and improved black and white uniforms. 
Black pants and a white, long-sleeved 
chef’s shirt accompany a round, black hat.
“They look more recognizable. I didn’t 
really notice the uniforms before, but now 
I do,” said Jillian Rippolone ’ll.
“Now it’s more obvious that they’re uni­
forms,” said Julia Neyen ’ll.
Terry Rivera, a well known member of 
the Raymond Cafeteria staff agrees that the 
look is much more professional, but does 
have one worry.
“They’re very nice, but when it gets warm, 
they’re going to be too hot,” said Rivera.
Although the hot weather is a worry, 
Rivera was happy to learn that the uni­
forms are routinely washed at Providence 
College, unlike the old uniforms which 
had to be individually washed by employ­
ees at their own homes.
The new uniforms were created by 
Sodexho, which is the large food service 
company that supplies Providence College 
with food for students and faculty.
According to Alvin Santee, a Raymond 
employee, “Sodexho is trying to standard­
ize their uniforms. I like it better. It’s for­
mal and it’s standard. The other look was 
more like a cafe/sandwich shop, but this is 
more dining hall,” said Santee.
“They look like Slavin [uniforms],” said 
Darren Helstowski ’08.
The Raymond Cafeteria workers are 
also part of a Service Workers Union, 
which is a relatively new development in 
their lives.
“Things have gotten better since we 
became part of the Union,” said Santee.
Blanche Germano agrees that the look 
has been upgraded, but, like Terry, is also 
worried about the weather.
“I hope we can get short sleeves in the 
summer,” said Germano.
While the uniforms are clearly new, they 
provide a professional and neat atmos­
phere without overstating their presence. 
“I think they look nice. They haven’t been 
especially noticeable, but I think they look 
professional,” said Greg Tirrell ’ll.
Alison Romegialli ’08 agrees that, 
“Now it looks more professional.”
- Melissa Silvanic ’08
Hypnotist Visits PC
PC student were hypnotized on Friday Jan. 
18, as the After Hours Club sponsored a hyp­
notist show featuring Jim Spinnato. 
Spinnato, who has billed himself as a hypno­
tist and comedian for the past two decades, 
has been performing at Providence College 
for the past 15 years.
With a larger than life personality and 
an easy laugh, Spinnato seems well suit­
ed for his profession. Before dedicating 
himself to hypnotism, however; 
Spinnato described himself as a magi­
cian-comedian.
“I was making a living doing stand-up 
comedy magic and got a gig with an x- 
rated hypnotist,” said Spinnato. While his 
college shows may be slightly toned down, 
Spinnato was able to learn the ropes from 
this raunchier brand of hypnotism.
Touring exclusively in New England, 
Spinnato has performed at several different 
types of venues.
“I do a lot of colleges, a lot of corporate 
work, and Mohegan Sun and Foxwoods as 
well,” said Spinnato.
Much of the audience, many of whom 
had never been to a hypnotism show, 
seemed unsure of what to expect.
“I’m very interested to see what it will 
be like. I’m on the fence about whether or 
not I actually believe in hypnotism or not,” 
said Collin Samoriski ’ll.
While most were just looking for a fun 
way to spend a Friday night, some were 
there for more practical reasons.
“I was thinking about going to a hypno­
tist for stress relief and I wanted to see if 
they’re legit,” said Heather Skarvan ’10.
The show was held in ’64 Hall and filled 
roughly half the room.
“Compared to many other events we’ve 
had, this is a good turnout,” said Emily 
Ewens ’07, a graduate assistant.
Throughout the show, Spinnato kept 
the audience involved and allowed some 
of his talent as a comedian to shine 
through. The volunteers under hypnosis 
were lulled into a supposed state of 
unconsciousness and “forced” to act 
according to Spinnato’s command.
Before the night was through, noses had 
been turned to silly putty and volunteers 
had passed out with a mere pat on the 
head, among other things.
- Connor Ferguson ’10
CALENDAR January 25 to 31
25 Friday
4:30 p.m. Mass at 
St. Dominic Chapel
8:00 p.m. Agnes of 
God, Angell Smith 





Center for the Arts
8:00 p.m. Agnes of 
God, Angell Smith 
Center for the Arts
27 Sunday
2:00 p.m. Agnes of 
God, Angell






7:00 p.m. Campus 
Ministry Open 
House, Campus 
Ministry Center, St. 
Dominic Chapel, 
lower level





4:30 p.m. Mass at St. 
Dominic Chapel




5:00 p.m. Mexican 
Food Night 
Fundraiser, McPhails










Slavin Center G01 
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Accuracy Watch
The Cowl is committed to accuracy and carefully checks every article that goes 
into print to ensure that the facts are presented clearly and truthfully. Ifvouftnd 
an error in any article, please e-mail the editor at thecowl@providence.edu. 
Corrections will be printed as necessary on page 2.
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LOCAL NEWS FOR THE STATE OF R.I.
Diocese Ordered to Provide More 
Information Concerning Sex Abuse 
Scandals
In Providence, Superior Court Judge 
Nettie C. Vogel ordered the Roman 
Catholic diocese of Providence to provide 
more information regarding accusations of 
sexual misconduct by many priests.
The case involves lawsuits by three 
men, Marc G. Banville, Donald Leighton, 
and Christopher Young, who contest that 
they were molested by priests years ago 
and say that Church leaders have consis­
tently tried to cover up evidence. Vogel 
has given the diocese 30 days, by Jan. 17, 
to provide additional material. The church 
had turned over 83 priests on allegations of 
first or second-degree child molestation 
and third degree sexual assault, but Vogel 
has extended the terms with hopes that 
more priests will come forward now that a 
wide range of inappropriate sexual behav­
ior has been included.
There has been much controversy over 
the supposed retaining of evidence by the 
diocese, including a psychiatric report of 
Rev. Roland Lepire. However, the dio­
cese’s lawyer claims that the Church did 
no wrong because the judge only asked for 
evidence pertaining to certain degrees of 
sexual misconduct. The terms have now 
been broadened by Judge Vogel in an 
attempt to discover all inappropriate sexu­
al behavior by Rhode Island priests. Max 
Wistow, the diocese lawyer; defended the 
priests by stating that one of the boys was 
over the age as identified by the applicable 
law, thus proving that the priests were 
innocent. Vogel described this as another 
instance of how the Church was “comply­
ing with the letter, but not the spirit, of the 
law.” She said that the Church now must 
turn over any allegations involving any 
minors up to the age of 18.
At the conclusion of the trial, Vogel 
gave the diocese two weeks to come up 
with all additional material, but later 
changed her mind to thirty days.
Food: Vegetarians Opt for Changes
continued from front page 
ly gained from meats, eggs, and dairy 
products, can cause health problems. A 
vegan diet must compensate for the pro­
tein lost from not eating animal products 
by eating other foods like tofu that are 
high in protein.
“We do not want to make it a problem, 
[Raymond Cafeteria] has been putting out 
more tofu dishes, but it is not vegan 
because they are putting it in the sauces 
with butter or the food has cheese on it,” 
said Filepp.
Tofu combined with soy provides veg­
ans and vegetarians with one of their larg- 
erst sources of protein. Tofu and soy can 
mimic many different flavors making 
themversatile for the vegan diet. Killian 
said Raymond Cafeteria serves tofu “only 
a couple of times a month.”
“People like the food; it is not gross 
stuff that no one wants to eat. It is a good 
alternative,” said Clements.
According to Clements, the group will 
finish collecting signatures by Feb. 4. The 
petition reads, “We, the undersigned, sup­
port the cause which calls upon Raymond 
Hall Cafeteria to incorporate more vegan 
and vegetarian options, including a greater 
variety of nutritional high-protein dishes, 
into its menu.”
Clements said the petition will be pre­
sented to Congress and she said she 
hopes the group can present it to 
Raymond Cafeteria with simple vegan 
recipes. She said the group hopes to 
collect signatures from non-vegetarians 
as well as vegetarians.
“People want healthier options and veg­
etarians need those options,” said Filepp.
The group is interested in becoming an 
official club where they can hold a discus­
sion group and spread awareness, accord­
ing to Clements, who has contacted Rhode 
Island Vegan Awareness in order to coop­
erate with them.
“Hopefully by the end of the semes­
ter, there will be something formed,” 
said Clements.
Woman Found after Extensive 
Search
In West Greenwich a 41 year old miss­
ing woman was found safe by authorities 
after an extensive 17 hour search. Lisa J. 
Doire was found with only a blanket by an 
air search team in the woods 3,000 feet 
from her home.
Doire was discovered with minor 
hypothermia and was immediately taken to 
Kent Hospital in Warwick. Husband Leo 
Doire reported Lisa missing on Thursday 
evening after not being able to contact her 
all day and after searching the woods 
around their house. Doire had left a note 
saying that she needed to clear her head 
and had left her purse, cell phone, and keys 
at the house. A search was then organized 
by the authorities which included state 
police, track dogs, and ground and air 
teams. The search lasted from about 8:00 
p.m. Thursday, Jan. 18 to 1:00 p.m. 
Saturday, Jan. 19.
It appears as if Doire got lost in the 
woods because according to West 
Greenwich Police Chief Ronald Lepre 
there were no signs of a struggle or of a 
disturbance of any kind in the house.
“She probably never expected she 
would get lost. It’s very easy to get in, but 
certainly a lot of treacherous terrain with 
rock and water makes it easy to get lost,” 
said state trooper Capt. Raymond White.
White stated that the family was very 
fortunate because if the weather conditions 
were any worse, the elements could have 
killed her. Doire’s brother-in-law, Steven, 
said that the family is grateful that she was 
found alive and thanked authorities.
Plan Announced to Avoid Budget 
Deficit
In Providence, Governor Carcieri 
released a deficit avoidance plan that aims 
to close at $151 million budget hole over 
the next six months.
Is Housing for Study Abroad Students Fair?
by devin Murphy ’10
Asst. News Editor
Housing selection at Providence 
College can be stressful; studying abroad 
for a semester can amplify that stress 
level. PC has an instituted policy which 
makes students fiscally responsible for 
the occupied and unoccupied space they 
will be using and not using while they 
study abroad.
According to Steven Sears, Dean of 
Residence Life, the policy has been imple­
mented for at least seven years.
“The issue that normally arises is that 
students want to be able to study abroad 
and not have to be responsible for that 
empty space when they leave,” said Sears. 
If a student went off campus and signed a 
lease they are responsible for a full year, 
and when a student signs an academic con­
tract they are responsible for a full year.”
The office of Residence Life current­
ly requires PC students to decide their 
housing situations for the following aca­
demic year well in advanced. This 
year’s students vying for suite or apart­
ment style housing received lottery 
times on either Nov. 14, 2007 or Nov. 
15, 2007, after having deposited a non- 
refundable check of $200 to Harkins 
400 by 4:00 p.m. by Nov. 8, 2007.
“The housing deadline is scheduled in 
advance and is done so because our stu­
dents have informed the office of residence 
life and off campus housing departments 
that all the ‘good apartments’ are gone by 
January,” said Sears.
The deadline for study abroad applica­
tions was not until Dec. 1, 2007. 
Students were notified Jan. 10, 2008, by 
mail, after their applications had been 
reviewed whether or not they had been 
approved to study abroad by PC. The let­
ters stipulate that students must continue 
to behave in compliance with PC rules 
and regulations. Very few, if any are 
rejected from studying abroad.
If by chance a student does not meet the 
requirements to study abroad, his or her 
housing situation will change.
“My understanding is that just about
This revised spending plan is preparing 
Rhode Island for closing an even more 
serious budget deficit which is projected to 
be as high as $450 million.
One of the highlights of Carcieri’s plan 
includes the unpaid work day. A “four- 
lough” proposal has been resurrected by 
the governor that would force state work­
ers to take six unpaid days off over the 
course of the next six months. Carcieri 
hopes that unions would voluntarily agree 
to accept the furloughs, but if they do not, 
he will look to the intervention of the 
Democrat-dominated General Assembly to 
pass a law mandating the furloughs.
Regarding state aid, Carcieri wants to 
cut $10 million in “revenue sharing” for 
cities and towns in the current year. Urban 
communities, will be hit very hard such as 
Providence, Pawtucket, Cranston, and 
Warwick, all losing at least $1 million. 
Carcieri is also proposing the early release 
of inmates from the Adult Correctional 
Institutions. If enacted, the early-release 
plan will reduce the daily prison popula­
tion by 47 prisoners between April 1 and 
July 1, and by 211 next year.
Officials estimate that a potential $22 
million will be saved within the next 10 
years due to this program.
Another aspect of the governor’s budget 
deficit avoidance plan involves retiree 
health benefits. State workers who retire 
after June 30 will no longer qualify for 
state-subsidized health insurance, and if 
they do, they will still have to pay more 
toward the premiums. If enacted, it is 
expected that $9.8 million will be eliminat­
ed from the cost of retiree health care. 
The governor also plans on banning the 
use of cell phones while driving which will 
cost non law abiders a $50 fee.
Providence Celebrates Martin 
Luther King Day
Former city official Onna A. Moniz- 
John urged individuals not to treat Martin 
Luther King Jr. Day simply as a day off.
everyone is accepted and very rarely 
declined, said Sears.” “Most students 
who changed their status regarding study 
abroad do so on a voluntary basis. As for 
overcrowding, if a student chooses not to 
study abroad as previously planned, then 
this student has the right to that room space 
for the semester the other student is 
abroad. Upon the return of the student 
abroad a choice needs to be made by all 
room occupants whether they would like 
to overcrowd the room. If the room occu­
pants choose not to overcrowd the room 
then the student originally intending to go 
abroad will work with residence life to 
relocate another housing option. In most 
cases the students choose to overcrowd.”
According to Adrian Beaulieu, Dean of 
International Studies, close to 155 students 
are expected to study abroad for the 2008- 
2009 school year. The number of students 
studying abroad has been increasing over 
the past several years. One hundred ten 
students studied abroad during the 2005- 
2006 school year, and 155 students studied 
abroad during the 2006-2007 school year.
“I think there’s a greater student interest 
in studying abroad,” said Beaulieu.
By Nov. 14, 2007 students who had 
decided to study abroad and all rising jun­
iors were expected to have their housing 
situation finalized. The Office of 
Residence Life gives students who will be 
studying abroad five options which were 
outlined in a letter to study abroad appli­
cants from Steven A. Sears, Dean of 
Residence Life.
Option number one is for students to 
“pay for housing for an entire academic 
year.” This option entails that the room a 
student occupied for a semester will 
remain unoccupied for the semester that 
he/she is not studying at PC, and that stu­
dent will pay for both semesters.
Option number two is for students to 
choose to overcrowd a room. According to 
the letter to study abroad applicants, “It is 
the responsibility of the student studying 
abroad to find roommates who are willing 
to accept this arrangement.” Overcrowding 
can be done in several ways. Five students 
can live in a four-person apartment. Seven 
but instead as a day on. According to 
Moniz-John, people should reflect, teach, 
share, and talk about what still needs to be 
done in the complete acquisition of equal 
rights.
In East Providence, Moniz-John started 
celebrating King’s birthday in 1987, before 
it was even designated a holiday. Moniz- 
John stated that East Providence has com­
memorated this day longer than any other 
city or state in the United States. The city 
has also announced that all next week is 
designated as MLK week.
“Our city and its people believe in free­
dom and fairness for all nationalities,- 
therefore let us remember Martin Luther 
King’s contribution to mankind,” said 
Mayor Isadore Ramos Jr.
The occasion commemorating Dr. King 
occurred on Thur. Jan 17 and consisted of 
young poets, a family of local singers, and 
city officials, among others. The ceremo­
ny honored Martin Luther King Jr. and 
reminisced on his life accomplishments 
which include leading marches, protests, 
and peaceful demonstrations for equal 
rights. His “I Have a Dream” speech, was 
also venerated which will “long be remem­
bered as the most eloquent expression of 
black aspirations,” according to the pro­
gram.
During the ceremony, guests could view 
artifacts in city hall such as a name plate 
reading, “colored served in the rear.” City 
Manager Richard Brown said there is 
much more work to be done, but history is 
being made this year with Senators Hillary 
Clinton, a woman, and Barack Obama, an 
African-American, as Democratic front­
runners in the race for president. Refined 
313, a gospel group from the Temple of 
Prayer in Providence was also part of the 
entertainment at the ceremony. “It doesn’t 
matter who it is or how many people. One 
person can change the world. That’s why 
it’s a happy day,” said Melody Forrest 
Refined 313.
- Sara Beth Labonara ’ll
students can opt to live in a six-person 
apartment. Four people can overcrowd a 
three-person traditional dorm room. Or 
students can be assigned to a seven-per­
son suite.
The Office of Residence Life warns stu­
dents that overcrowding is their own 
choice and, “students who agree to this 
arrangement will not receive any financial 
incentive and/or rebate for ‘voluntarily 
overcrowding.’ Hence the study abroad 
applicant will become responsible for the 
full costs associated with the full year of 
on-campus occupancy.”
The third option for students, who are 
studying abroad, to choose for housing 
entails living in traditional residence halls. 
Students who choose this option are 
assigned room by the Dean of Residence 
Life. They are not allowed the choice of 
dorm, roommates, or number of room­
mates. They are not forced to overcrowd a 
room. Students are informed of their place­
ments after all other students choosing to 
live on campus have arranged their hous­
ing situations. They do not have the option 
of participating in the housing selection 
process. In order to do this, students must 
complete the “Study Abroad Housing 
Form,” found in the Office of Residence 
Life, upon handing in a deposit for the 
housing selection process. The form must 
be completed before the start of the hous­
ing selection process.
The fourth option for students studying 
abroad is co-signing a housing contract 
with other students who are studying 
abroad the opposite semester. This would 
enable them to occupy the room separately 
and only require each student to be fiscal­
ly responsible for the room for one semes­
ter instead of two. However, according to 
the Office of Residence Life, “Student(s) 
will not receive a financial rebate if any 
student is ineligible to study abroad and 
the room remains overcrowded. Also, if 
either student moves out of the room dur­
ing said academic year, the remaining stu­
dent will become responsible for all costs 
associated with the full academic year on-
HOUSING/Page 6
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Rally: Janitors Need Community Support to Combat Harassment
continued from front page
higher than those of the Brandeis workers 
in 2005.
The difference of housing costs between 
Middlesex County, MA, and Providence 
and its surrounding areas is just under $70 
a month.
The average rent of a two bedroom 
apartment in Middlesex, not including util­
ities, is $835, but that same two bedroom 
apartment is $904 a month in Providence.
The Student Labor Alliance has been 
rallying support for the Hurley Workers, 
whose union is several weeks into con­
tracts with their company, for the past few 
weeks.
The union is seeking a three-year con­
tract with increased wages and extended 
health benefits and all deliberations must 
be completed by January 31.
Kerry Bergin ’09 has been organizing 
the various events in hopes of raising 
awareness about the janitorial staff cause.
“Gandhi and Martin Luther King Jr. 
spoke of the ‘beloved community,’” 
Bergin said. “When a member of our com­
munity is being treated unfairly, it is every­
one’s duty to step in and help.”
Bergin and the rest of the Student Labor 
Alliance want to see the college directly 
employ the workers, which would give PC 
direct responsibility for deliberating wages 
and control the treatment of the workers.
According to Bergin, Rosa Delgado, a 
janitor who works the night shift in the 
Concannon Fitness Center, was cornered 
for over an hour by Hurley of America 
supervisors about her involvement with 
the union. Not only was Delgado extreme­
ly stressed, but the supervisors took up a 
significant amount of her work time; other 
Hurley workers were called in to help her 
finish her shift at a decent hour.
Delgado is one of the many janitor 
workers with multiple people relying on 
her salary. Originally from the Dominican 
Republic, she holds a degree in engineer­
ing, which she has been unable to transfer 
to the United States. Thus, she was forced 
to take a job with Hurley of America; a 
portion of every paycheck she makes is
SARA SPIRITO ’ 117The Cowl
Students braved inclement weather on Tuesday to show their support for Hurley Employees at PC.
sent back to her native country. Her moth­
er is in need of a kidney transplant and 
depends upon the money Delgado sends 
back.
“PC cannot allow things like thing to go 
on at our campus,” said Bergin, speaking 
of Delgado’s harassment.
While much of the faculty at the school 
has been standing behind the Hurley 
Worker’s cause, Bergin agrees that the fac­
ulty and school administration have the 
opportunity to become more involved.
The Alliance hopes that Father Shanley 
will continue to give his support and con­
tinue to become more involved, as evi­
denced by his statement issued in an e- 
mail:
“The college is optimistic that Hurley 
and its workers will agree upon a contract that 
is fair to both parties.”
Faculty showed its support at the Fri. Jan. 
18 meeting of the Providence City Council, 
when several Student Labor Alliance mem­
bers and members of the PC staff saw their 
resolution giving support for the janitorial 
staff unanimously approved.
Other events the Alliance has put together
Housing:Students Have 
Options 
continued from page 3
campus.”
The fifth and final option for students to 
study abroad is to study abroad for a full 
academic year. If a student chooses to 
study abroad for a full academic year he or 
she will not be required to enter the hous­
ing selection process and therefore will not 
be required to pay for housing for that aca­
demic year.
“With regards to empty space students 
have options,” said Sears.
According to Sears most complaints 
made by parents concerning housing and 
especially housing for study abroad stu­
dents, are made by parents whose children 
have not informed them of all the housing 
options.
Housing costs for PC are expected to 
increase for the 2008-2009 school year. A 
traditional style dorm room for the 2007- 
2008 school year is $5,785, which is 
$2,892.50 per semester. A three bedroom 
apartment is $8,770.00 for the year or 
$4,385 per semester. A two bedroom apart­
ment is $8,925 for the year, or $4,462.50 
per semester. A three bedroom suite is 
$7,225 for the year and $3,612.50 per 
semester. A two bedroom suite is $7,480 
for a year and $3,740 per semester.
Do You Want a Career as 
a Journalist? Then Join 
the Best Staff on The 
Cowl by Picking up an 
Application for the News 
Staff in Slavin G05 Today!
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Students Remember Dr. King at Luncheon
by Mike Springer ’08
News Editor
Forty years ago, Dr. Martin Luther King 
Jr. spoke of his dream. One of a benevo­
lent community, where all would be able to 
come together as equals.
In an effort to help further Dr. King’s 
dream, members of the Balfour Center 
for Multicultural Affairs along with the 
winners of the Dr. Martin Luther King 
Scholarship award have organized a 
multitude of events throughout the 
week, such as a luncheon, to recognize 
King and his achievements.
“The man reason for the event is to cel­
ebrate the life and legacy of Dr. Martin 
Luther King Jr,” said Edward Twyman 
Ph.D, Dean of Multicultural Affairs. “We 
want to reach a board community and 
reflect on Dr. King’s service as a civil ser­
vant and leader.”
Over 80 students, faculty, staff, and 
members of the surrounding community 
came to 64’ Hall on Wed. Jan 23 to honor 
Dr. King and his legacy during the first 
annual luncheon.
“This luncheon is good because it rec­
ognizes the man who put this movement in 
motion,” Tyrone Tamakloe ’09 said “And 
that’s especially important for a school 
that’s not very diverse.”
“Martin Luther King Jr is an important 
figure in history and what he represents 
and is especially important for Providence 
College,” said Patrick Breen assistant pro­
fessor of history, “His message fits in with 
the school’s Christian Tradition and his 
goals of equality-his dream of whites and 
blacks coming together-is something espe­
cially important for a place like P.C.”
Some of the biggest contributors to the 
event were the student recipients of the 
Martin Luther King Scholarship Award.
Each year, over 23 students matriculate 
into the Martin Luther King Scholarship 
Program. Currently, there are over 120 stu­
dents who are a part of the program.
In order to be a MLK Scholar, appli­
cants must have previously demonstrated 
high academic achievement in high school, 
written an essay related to Dr. King and his 
works, have shown a strong commitment 
to community service, as well as showing 
an ability to bring diverse cultures togeth­
er to share in a board experience.
For many students, the MLK 
Scholarship, is more than just an award, 
it is an opportunity to be a part of some­
thing greater.
“The MLK Scholarship means every­
thing,” said Manny Ortiz ’ll “Normally 
you wouldn’t have an opportunity like this. 
Normally, scholarships would give you 
money and tell you just to do well in 
school. But this is different. This is a fam­
ily. It’s a group of students that grow up 
together and become friends.”
The scholarship is also seen as a way to 
bring people of different ethnic and cultur­
al background together.
“Martin Luther King Jr. wanted to unite 
people and that’s what this scholarship 
does,” said Isaac Chacon ’ 11 “You can be 
any race and receive this scholarship, 
which helps unite a bunch of different peo­
ple, especially with events like this.”
After the crowd had finally settled in,
Dr. Twyman began the ceremony with a 
brief speech. Twyman’s speech encom­
passed Dr. King’s struggle along with the 
importance of remembering King’s work.
Twyman went on to emphasis King’s 
human side as a young, educated, family 
man who was called upon to take on an 
enormous role and responsibility. Twyman 
ended his speech by urging the audience to 
live up to the beloved community that Dr. 
King had talked about and made so impor­
tant through his work.
Following Twyman’s speech, Father 
Peter Batts O.P. interceded with a bless­
ing. Batts saw the luncheon as an 
important event for the Providence 
College community.
“It’s especially important that we as a 
Catholic Christian College can remember 
the message of Dr. Martin Luther King 
because he embodies the Christian 
Traditions and like the saints and prophets 
before him, he continually calls us to right­
eousness,” said Batts.
Before the audience broke to eat, 
Nicole McDaid ’ll sang a rendition of 
Amazing Grace.
After the lunch, which was provided by 
Sodexho, Patrick Breen, assistant profes­
sor of history, addressed the crowd.
Breen remarked on King’s dream and its 
deeply Christian roots, especially King’s 
concept of a beloved community.
According to Breen, King’s dream has 
made many things possible, such as the cur­
rent Presidential nomination sought by 
Barrack Obama. But Breen stated that King’s 
dream did not end with his death or when the 
Civil Rights Act of 1964 was passed. 
Instead, King’s dream is still an on 
going process, with much more left to be 
done. Breen pointed to having events 
such as the luncheon as a way to further 
promot King’s message, because of its 
ability to reach out and bring different 
groups together.
“I would like to see more events like this 
and more of an outreach,” said Breen. “I 
think it would be good if the whole college 
community would be more supportive of 
events like this.”
Breen also commented on how events, 
such as the luncheon, can help people 
overcome some misconceptions about Dr. 
King and racisim.
“Many people who come from New 
England see King’s heritage as something 
Southern and racism as a distinctly 
Southern problem, and in my opinion 
that’s incorrect,” said Breen. “Everyone 
needs to know they belong and King’s 
vision of a beloved community is some­
thing important for PC to keep in mind.”
The Balfour Multicultural Center will 
be hosting more events throughout the 
week in honor of Dr. King and his legacy 
such as the Mercedes Ramirez Johnson 
Lecture, which took place on Wed. Jan 23 
in 64’ Hall at 7:00 p.m. Ms. Johnson was 
one of four survivors of a plan crash and 
her lecture discussed second chances. On 
Thurs. Jan 24, there was a MLK Jazz night 
held in McPhails.
Parietals: Are Parietals Effective?
continued from front page
feeling burdened to do so because of the 
policy,” he said.
According to Sears, other colleges like 
the University of Notre Dame in Notre 
Dame, Indiana, and Salve Regina 
University in Newport, R.I., also have sim­
ilar restrictions on visitation similar to PC. 
According to their respective Web sites, 
the University of Notre Dame is a private 
Catholic school, like Providence College, 
and Salve Regina University is a private 
school founded by the Sisters of Mercy, an 
order of Catholic women.
Sears said that the common concep­
tion that parietals are “easy to get 
around” is merely an opinion.
“It is the student’s responsibility to 
follow the parietals policy, and he or she 
risks being held responsible if other­
wise,” Sears said.
There are front desk workers only in 
female dormitories, but parietals are 
enforced in every building, regardless of 
whether or not there is a front desk work­
er. The residence assistants in the build­
ings enforce the regulation.
In terms of the application of parietals 
for homosexual students, in which oppo­
site-sex regulations are not as applica­
ble, Sears said that all students are treat­
ed according to the mission statement, 
which states that “[Providence College] 
encourages the deepest respect for the 
essential dignity, freedom, and equality 
of every person.”
In apartments and suites, the rules for 
parietals are a bit different but still enforced.
In these places of residence, Sears said, 
“guests cannot spend time past parietals in 
individual rooms, but the common area is 
open to all students and registered guests, 
with the permission of all the roommates.”
According to Sears, violation of pari­
etals is not a common offense, but it does 
occur on occasion. The student handbook 
outlines various fines and other conse­
quences of violating parietals, but he said 
that these consequences depend on the 
wide range of possible situations.
“Although all the repercussions to 
policy violations are educational, they 
are dealt with on a case-by-case basis,” 
Sears said.
Allison Filepp ’ 10, a first-year student at 
PC, said that while the intent of parietals is 
useful at a Catholic school, the effective­
ness of the policy is questionable.
“I think parietals can be a good policy
KATIE HOGAN ’09/The Cowl
Parietals uphold Catholic values and serve as benefits for students who may 
not want a member of the opposite sex in their rooms past a certain hour.
for a Catholic school to uphold if the worry 
is that students will have pre-marital sex 
when they are together ‘after hours’,” 
Filepp said. “However, I really think that 
parietals would not stop students who want 
to have sex from doing so.”
“Considering how many hours there 
Men and Women Needed for 
Alcohol Drinking Research Study
The Center for Alcohol and Addiction Studies at Brown University is 
examining the effects of a medication on responses to drinking, alcohol- 
related cues, and alcohol consumption. Study participation will involve 
several outpatient visits over an approximately 6-week period and involve 
participants monitoring drinking, mood, and behavior.
Earn up to $883 for completing the study
You must be 18 or older, a regular drinker, and not seeking treatment for 
alcohol problems.
Call (401) 863-6461
are in a day,” Filepp continued, “all it 
really does is give students a sort of bed­
time or curfew.”
Filepp said that when students are 
forced to leave a friend’s room where they 
may have been hanging out, there is usual­
ly nothing else to do but go back to their 
own rooms.
“So ideally, if students had ‘relations’ 
late at night,’ it would be a good policy 
for a Catholic school,” Filepp said. 
“However, since sex on campus in gen­
eral is prohibited, I don’t see the practi­
cal reason for parietals.”
Filepp recounted only one instance 
when parietals detracted from her experi­
ence at Providence College. She said she 
had been in a male friend’s room when her 
friend’s roommate got sick. It was time for 
her to leave due to parietals. Since her 
friend would get sick also if his roommate 
stayed there, Filepp said she was inconve­
nienced in that she had to find another 
male for her friend’s roommate to stay 
with when it would have been much easier 
for him to just sleep in her room.
“It was really annoying,” she said of the 
situation. “I have also heard many stories 
of people getting in trouble for being in 
dorms and accidentally staying five min­
utes late and getting written up.”
Still, Filepp said that parietals do work do 
to a degree and are sufficiently enforced, 
“much to the dismay of many students.”
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Benazir Bhutto: Assassination and Aftermath
By: Mary Kate Nevin ’09
Asst. World Editor
Southern Asia: Pakistan
Benazir Bhutto, Pakistan’s major 
opposition leader and former Prime 
Minister, was killed leaving a rally of 
her Pakistan People’s Party (PPP) on 
Thursday, Dec. 27.
She appeared to have died from bul­
let wounds or bomb shrapnel when her 
vehicle was gunned down and a bomb 
was set off after the Rawalpindi rally, 
though the Pakistani government claims 
the force of the blast knocked her head 
against the sunroof.
According to the BBC, at least 20 
other people were also killed.
Bhutto was known throughout her 
life as a brave voice for democracy, 
secularism and civil liberties. She was 
the first democratically elected 
woman to lead a modem Muslim 
nation and twice served as Pakistani 
Prime Minister, though was ousted 
from office in both terms on charges 
of corruption.
However, she was never convicted of 
any crimes, and through these allega­
tions still remained an embodiment of 
many Pakistani hopes with her moderate 
attitude and democratic emphasis.
At the time of her assassination she 
was campaigning for a third term as 
Prime Minister, having just recently 
returned from over eight years of self- 
imposed exile in Dubai.
Her death drew a huge international 
resjponse, with the UK even sending a 
police team to participate in the inves­
tigation.
Pakistani authorities made the first 
arrests in connection with the attack 
on Mon., Jan. 21, detaining militants 
Sher Zaman and Aitezaz Shah in 
Pakistan’s North West Frontier 
Province.
Investigators seized a suicide jacket, 
a switch-lever, 500 grams of explo­
sives and detonators from Zaman’s 
home.
15-year-old Shah allegedly admitted 
to his involvement in tne plot, telling 
officials he would have been “next in
Facebook - Everyone’s Favorite Big Brother
By: Christopher Mitchell ’10
World Staff
Popular Culture
As anyone with 500+ wall mes­
sages and “free time” before an exam 
can tell you, Facebook can be a world 
unto itself.
This popular social networking site 
was once almost exclusively the 
domain of college students world­
wide, but as the Zuckerberg enterprise 
steadily expands its domain and influ­
ence, some are beginning to anticipate 
the damaging growing pains to come.
For the average user, Facebook indeed 
remains the familiar tool we use to con­
nect with others, but for all others con­
cerned, Facebook presents itself as yet 
another online depot of potentially 
uncontrolled private information.
Such privacy concerns with 
Facebook are not entirely hypotheti­
cal. The Information Commissioner’s 
Office (ICO) in the UK is already 
grappling with these issues after one 
user filed a complaint stating that their 
personal information had remained on 
Facebook databases even after having 
deactivated the respective account.
Though the information is left inac­
cessible by other users following 
deactivation, it remains on-hand by 
the site’s administrators.
This retention is done in order to 
line” to kill Bhutto had the first 
attempt been unsuccessful. Shah also 
named Baitullah Mehsud, a Pakistani 
militant leader and Taliban commander, 
as being behind the assassination.
Mehsud was accused by Pakistan’s 
government days after the assassina­
tion when a taped conversation in 
which he and an unnamed man con­
gratulated each other on a “job well 
done,” was released. Mehsud has since 
denied any involvement.
b92.net
Pakistanis mourning the Dec. 27th assassination of Benazir Bhutto at her grave.
The United States C.I.A. also 
incriminated Mehsud on Fri., Jan. 18, 
when Director Michael V. Hayden told 
the Washington Post that the attack 
was “part of an organized campaign” 
and was “done by that network around 
Baitullah Mehsud.”
Some question these conclusions, 
however, especially since Bhutto was 
buried without an autopsy and before a 
full forensic investigation had been 
carried out.
There are suspicions among 
Pakistanis that President Perez 
Musharraf’s government was respon­
sible for the attacks.
Bhutto herself had written a letter to 
Musharraf in October stating if she were 
killed, he should investigate some of his 
own officials.
She had been complaining of lax 
security from the government ever 
since her return to Pakistan, especially 
ease an individual’s later reactivation 
if they so choose, but the ICO asserts 
that this is still inadequate when a user 
expects permanent deletion.
In such a case, a user’s only 
recourse is to sign back onto the site 
and manually delete ail of the informa­
tion themselves.
Alilibab.com
New York native, Mark Zuckerberg, 
22, created Facebook while attending 
Harvard Univeristy in 2004.
“...The onus is entirely on the indi­
vidual to delete their data,” Dave 
Evans, the Senior Data Protection 
Practice Manager of ICO tells BBC. 
“An individual who has deactivated 
their account might not find them­
selves motivated enough to delete 
information that’s about them maybe 
on their wall or other people’s sites.”
Though Facebook officially states 
after a suicide attack on her motorcade 
in Karachi on October 18 killed over 
130 people. Musharraf, however, denied 
any involvement by his government or 
security forces in the attacks.
The PPP, among others, has called 
for “an international investigation under 
the aegis of the U.N.,” especially “given 
the division inside Pakistan on this 
issue,” Husain Haqqani, former advisor 
to Bhutto, told the New York Times.
Domestically, Bhutto’s assassina­
tion threw the country into chaos. 
Violence erupted in the streets, killing 
dozens of people and leaving banks, 
shops, train stations and election 
offices in ruins.
The disorder forced Pakistan’s 
Election Commission to postpone par­
liamentary elections from January 8 to 
February 18.
How February’s parliamentary elec­
tions are handled will have great sig­
nificance not only for the democratic 
future of the country but for Pakistan’s 
international diplomatic and economic 
relations as well.
European Union Foreign Policy 
Chief Javier Solana met with Musharraf 
this week, calling for “free, fair and 
secure” parliamentary elections in 
Pakistan and stating that their conduction 
would determine future levels of EU- 
Pakistani cooperation.
Musharraf reiterated his commit­
that it takes such concerns “very seri­
ously” and pledges to work with the 
ICO to resolve them, the site also 
reasserts that it has never broken any 
existing privacy laws.
True as that may be, other concerns 
about privacy on Facebook have been 
cropping up, particularly since the 
company’s recent relationship devel­
opments with advertisers.
This venture, involving the use of 
the new advertising program named 
“Beacon,” allows for a user’s actions 
on a partnered website (such as pur­
chasing a product, etc.) to be published 
on Facebook.
The resulting conundrum, however, 
is this: Even though the option to have 
such a story published or not is given 
to users, Facebook nonetheless 
receives information on the activities 
regardless of the decision.
Apparently, one can choose to “opt 
out” of this sort of tracking on partnered 
sites, which includes such companies as 
Blockbuster and Sony Online, but the 
means by which one can do so are unad­
vertised and largely unknown.
Do you have total control over your 
personal information? Networks like 
Facebook believe that they indeed 
allow adequate control for users, but in 
a time where such elaborate advertis­
ing schemes are commonplace, fully 
understanding what is done with our 
personal information is a dubious 
prospect. 
ment to such practices, telling the 
European Parliament that “whoever 
wins, obviously power will be handed 
over to them.”
If the winning party is the PPP, the 
likely candidate for Prime Minister 
would be Makhdoom Amin Fahim, the 
E’s deputy chairperson under 
:o. In ner will, she left the party 
in control of her 19-year-old son, 
Bilawal Bhutto Zardari.
He is, however, expected to remain 
but a figurehead as he is engaged in his 
studies at Oxford and is legally too 
young to stand for parliament. His 
father, Asif AliZardari, is expected to 
run the party’s day-to-day operations 
until his return to Pakistan.
At that point, he told reporters at a 
news conference, “I promise to lead 
the party as my mother wanted me to 
. . . [she] always said democracy is the 
best revenge.”
But is any successor capable of contin­
uing on the path toward democracy that 
Bhutto so desperately championed?
Though she was a controversial figure, 
the U.S.-backed power-sharing deal that 
she was arranging with Musharraf might 
have been able to facilitate a transition 
toward a more democratic Pakistan and 
legitimize Musharraf’s war against 
Islamist militants.
This plan, however, largely “relied 
on [Bhutto’s] personality as a stabiliz­
ing force,” Sen. Arlen Spector (R-PA) 
told the New York Times. Mused 
Spector: “Now, without her, we have 
to regroup.”
All of these issues facing Pakistan in 
the wake of Bhutto’s assassination are 
even further sensitized by Pakistan’s 
possession of a nuclear arsenal and the 
presence of militant terrorists that 
operate from within its borders. 
Musharraf reassured the European 
Parliament on Mon., Jan. 21 that safe­
guards are securely in place and “there 
is no chance at all of our nuclear assets 
falling into the wrong hands.”
However, given these considerations 
the future of Pakistan is central to the 
future of global security, and it is 
essential for the world to closely 
observe further developments in the 
country post-Bhutto.
Oddly Enough
And you think your 
brother is a couch 
potato?
The Chicago ESPN Zone’s 
sixth-annual sports-viewing 
marathon crowned Jeff Miller 
of Chicago the “Ultimate 
Couch Potato.”
At the ESPN Zone sports bar 
in Chicago, Miller beat two- 
time champion Jason Pasarik 
with 40.5 consecutive hours of 
TV-watching.
As champion, Miller received 
a 42-inch television, gift certifi­
cates and a trophy featuring a 
live spud.
The ESPN Zone New York 
sports bar also held its first 
Couch Potato Competition” 
and declared Stan Friedman of 
Manhattan as winner after 29 
hours of TV-viewing.
Though Miller and Friedman’s 
Serformances were impressive, 
ley did not beat the world record 
of 69 hours and 48 minutes of TV 
watching set in 2005 by Canadian 
Suresh Joachim.
By: Diana Gingles ’08 
World Staff
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Israel’s Blockade Leaves Gaza Residents in the Dark
By: Jared Baer ’08
World Staff
Middle East: Gaza Strip
Gaza residents have been cut off 
from fuel supplies out of Israel and 
may soon face food shortages if the 
United Nations suspends food aid. 
Israel closed Gaza’s borders last 
Thursday, Jan. 17th, blockading imports 
of fuel and other materials in response to 
rocket attacks by Gaza-based militants.
While Israel is defending the blockade 
as an effective response to the attacks, 
other surrounding countries are con­
demning the measures, citing the human­
itarian crisis that could ensue.
Israeli foreign ministry spokesman 
Arye Mekel told BBC “If they stop the 
rockets today, everything would go 
back to normal,” and that the border clo­
sure was intended to put pressure on 
Palestinian authorities to stop the mili­
tants from firing rockets at Israel.
The lack of fuel forced Gaza’s only 
power plant, which provides 27 per­
cent of the territory’s electricity, to 
closeSunday night. Remaining power 
is supplied by Israel, and Egypt is now 
contributing as well. Israel nas not shut 
down the power supply to Gaza. Israeli 
Prime Minister Ehud Olmert asserted 
that Israel does not want to provoke a 
humanitarian crisis but that it wants 
Gaza residents to live uncomfortably. 
“As far as I’m concerned, all the resi­
dents of Gaza can walk and have no fuel 
for their cars, because they have a mur­
derous terrorist regime that doesn’t allow 
people in the south of Israel to live in 
peace,” he said, according to BBC.
Holy Day for Shia
By: Jenny Arvanaghi ’09
World Staff
Middle east: Iraq
Approximately two million Iraqis 
have marched through Karbala to cel­
ebrate Ashura, one of the holiest 
events in the Shia Muslim religion.
Ashura commemorates the martyr­
dom of Imam Hussein, the grandson of 
the Prophet Muhammed, which 
occurred in 680 AD.
Thousands of Iraqis marched 
through various citie in blood-soaked 
processions, striking their heads with 
swords and beating their chests or 
flagellating themselves to express their
Iowa held Democratic and Republican 
caucuses on January 3rd. Wyoming held 
the Republican caucus on January 5th, 
while the Democratic caucus will be on 
March 8th.
On January 8th, New Hampshire host­
ed the Democratic and Republican semi­
open primaries. A semi-open primary is 
when voters must vote in the primary of 
the party they are affiliated with, 
although registered Independents may 
vote for either party.
Michigan held Democratic and 
Republican open primaries on January 
15th. An open primary is one in which 
voters can vote in either primary, regard­
less of their party affiliation.
On January 19th, Nevada hosted 
Democratic and Republican caucuses 
while South Carolina hosted a 
Republican open primary.
Given all the election developments 
that have occured since the last issue of 
The Cowl, this Election Updater will 
focus on the Democrats and the 
Republicans will be featured next issue.
Sen. Hilary Clinton (N.Y.)
Sen. Clinton is currently in first 
place among the Democratic candi­
dates with 210 delegates. She has won 
the primaries in Nevada, Michigan, 
and New Hampshire. Clinton has 
raised close to one billion dollars, and 
has spent over 40 million.
While campaigning at the Cafe 
Espresso in Portsmouth, New 
Hampshire the day before the primary, 
Sen. Clinton turned heads wnen she
Surrounding countries believe the 
measures will provoke a humanitarian 
crisis. Egypt nas insisted that Israel 
end the border closure and the Arab 
League is currently discussing the 
measures. The international aid 
agency Oxfam said Gaza’s water and 
sanitation system was “running on 
empty” with most pumps expected to 
shut down by Tuesday.
The European Union External 
Relations Commisioner Benita 
Ferrero-Waldner said to BBC “I have 
made clear that I am against this col­
lective punishment of the people of 
Gaza.”
mounting. Petrol stations closed 
Monday morning and bakeries are 
unable to bake bread, which is an 
important food in Gaza. Currently, 
generators are being used to supply 
electricity to important buildings 
affected by the power plant shut down. 
However, when diesel supplies run 
devotion.
Ashura ceremonies have been tar­
geted in the past by Sunni insurgents, 
so security was tight; over 20,000 
Iraqi troops and police were hired to 
prevent violence.
Last Ashura, 263 people were left 
dead due to clashes between Iraqi 
troops and a Shia cult. Despite the 
plethora of Iraqi police this year, 
dozens died in the fierce fighting that 
occurred in the two southern cities of 
Basra and Nasiriya on Friday.
The underlying root of the violence 
is due in part to the power struggle by 
Shia factions across southern Iraq.
On Friday, the radial Shia cleric, 
Moqtada Sadr, declared that he would 
not extend a six-month ceasefire by 
his militia, the Mehdi Army.
fought back tears in an uncharacteris­
tic display of emotion and vulnerabili­
ty. Sen. Clinton was fielding questions 
from the 16 undecided voters in the 
cafe when, as reported by .4BC, she 
was asked by Marianne Pernold 
Young, .. how do you do it? How do 
you, now do you keep upbeat and so 
wonderful?” At first Clinton joked 
about the help she has going about her 
daily routines, then her posture 
changed and her voice broke as she 
continued, “It’s not easy, and I could­
n't do it if I didn’t passionately believe 
it was the right thing to do.”
While it is speculated as to whether 
or not tears were actually shed, the 
sound bite ruled the media and sparked 
controversy. Clinton supporters cited 
her emotions as resulting from the tir­
ing, stressful campaign schedule. 
However, many Clinton critics believed 
that it was an act.
Sen. Barack Obama (III.)
Sen. Obama is currently in second 
place, winning 123 delegates. His first 
and only decisive win was the Iowa 
caucus held on January 3rd. He has 
raised over 80 million dollars, and has 
spent over 44 million.
On December 9th Sen. Obama’s 
biggest supporter, Oprah Winfrey, 
campaigned with him in South 
Carolina at an event dubbed by media 
outlets as “Oprahpalooza.”
The rally was held at the University 
of South Carolina’s football stadium 
with over 29,000 Obama supporters in 
out, there will be no fuel to power the 
generators. A local health official 
described hospitals needing to choose 
between cutting “electricity on babies 
in the maternity ward or heart surgery 
patients.” Hospitals are running pri­
marily on generator power, and while 
vital medical equipment is functioning 
“there’s no power for heating, so it’s 
very, very cold in all the hospitals,” said 
head of the United Nations agency for 
Palestinian refugees in Gaza.
The United Nations has announced 
that its food aid to the Gaza Strip will 
stop within days if the blockade con­
tinues. The United Nations provides 
food aid to about 860,000 Gaza resi­
dents. Spokesman Christopher 
Gunness said the United Nations 
Works and Relief Agency for Palestine 
Refugees in the Near East was running 
out of nylon for plastic bags and fuel 
for vehicles and generators. If the 
shortages continued, the United 
Nations said, they would devastatingly 
be forced to suspend their mission in 
the area..
Israel continues to defend its posi­
tion, claiming that they are still pro­
viding 70 percent of Gaza’s power. In 
addition, they claim that the action is 
limited to cutting fuel supplies for 
vehicles. Israeli foreign minister 
spokesman Ary Mekell passed off the 
claims of an energy crisis as “a fabri­
cation and a stage production by 
Hamas,” and said “there is no shortage 
of electricity - we provide 70 percent 
of the electricity for Gaza through 
electric cables and [an energy crisis] 
has nothing to do with the fuel sup­
plies,” reported BBC.
The ceasefire had helped Americans 
bring about a big improvement in the 
security of Iraq, yet Salah Obeidi, the 
clerics spokesperson, claimed the 
results were in fact disappointing 
because criminal gangs were still oper­
ating inside the security forces with 
government support.
The dominant group that has been 
attacking the holy city of Najaf and 
killing its religious leaders is the cult 
called the Soldiers of Heaven, led by 
Ahmed Hassani Yamani.
Yamani claims to be an ambassador, 
rather than a descendant, of the Mehdi.
The Mehdi are thought to have gone 
into hiding and will return one day, 
accompanied by Jesus to save the 
world once it has descended into 
chaos, according to BBC.
attendance. Oprah delieverd a 17 
minute speech in which she pro­
claimed, “South Carolina - January 26th 
is your moment. It’s your time to seize 
the opportunity to support a man who, as 
the Bible says, loves mercy and does 
justly,” as reported by MSNBC.
It is speculated that Winfrey’s early 
and extravagant presence in South 
Carolina is crucial given the poll 
results which show Sen. Clinton and 
Sen. Obama split on the African 
American vote, of which Winfrey is 
believed to be a powerful influence.
Fmr. Sen. John Edwards (S.C.)
Fmr. Sen. Edwards is in third place 
with 52 delegates; as he has not won 
any states. He has raised over 30 mil­
lion dollars, and has only spent close 
to 18 million.
Long-Shots
Congressman Dennis Kucinich 
(Ohio) and Fmr. Sen. Mike Gravel 
(Alaska) are still in the running for the 
Democratic nomination. While tech­
nically in 4th place among the candi­
dates, Kucinich has only gained the 
support of one delegate.
Drop-Outs
Sen. Joe Biden (Del.) dropped out 
immediately after the Iowa caucuses, 
as did Sen. Chriss Dodd (Conn.). New 
Mexican Governor Bill Richardson 
dropped out of the race on January 
10tn, although he had a strong show­




By Molly Vaughan ’08
World STaff
Local
Gov. Carcieri’s Budget Overhaul
On Jan. 17th, Rhode Island 
Governor Donald Carcieri released a 
budget proposal that featured major 
cuts ana changes that would affect 
state employees, cities and towns, and 
low-income health care recipients. 
The proposal seeks to alleviate the 
state’s deficit, which for the current 
year is projected to be $151 million. It 
features a $10 million cut in state aid 
to cities and towns, six mandatory 
unpaid days off for state employees, 
the end of subsidized health insurance 
for certain low-income residents, and a 
$50 fine for talking on a cell phone 
while driving. The plan could cut state 
expenditures by $83.2 million and 
raise $68.8 million in new revenues.
National
U.S. Marine Charged With Murder
Cpl. Cesar Armando Laurean has 
been on the run from the police since 
early January, when the remains of 
pregnant Marine Lance Cpl. Maria 
Lauterbach were discovered behind his 
home in North Carolina. Lauterbach 
accused him of rape last spring and she 
was scheduled to testify about the 
assault at an upcoming military hear­
ing. She was reported missing on Dec. 
19th. Laurean’s wife Christine, who is 
considered a cooperating witness, told 
authorities her husband claimed that 
Lauterbach took her own life and he 
simply buried her body. The police are 
suspicous and have charged Laurean 
with murder. The latest tips have the 
police searching for the Marine in the 
western United States and Mexico, 
after his case was given heavy public­




Kenya, long considered one of the 
most stable and economically devel­
oped nations in East Africa, has 
become embroiled in extreme violence 
after an electoral dispute on Dec. 27th. 
The government’s official death toll is 
now over 500, though the opposition 
forces claim that the actual number is 
well over 1,000. The fighting concerns 
the legitimacy of President Mwai 
Kibaki s government. The candidate 
who ran against Kibaki, Raila Odinga, 
is a member of the Luo tribe. He 
believes that Kibaki, a member of the 
Kikuyu tribe, rigged the elections in 
his favor. This dispute caused the rival 
tribes to erupt into ethnically charged 
street fighting. Former United Nations 
Secretary General Kofi Annan is due 
to arrive in Nairobi on a peacemaking 
visit. World leaders and Kenyan offi­
cials are hopeful that Annan will act as 
a “facilitator to dialogue” between 
Kibaki and Odinga, according to 
Kenyan Foreign Minster Moses 
Wetang’ula.
Technology
Movie Rentals Coming to iTunes
According to CNN, Apple Inc. is 
preparing to announce the long- 
rumored launch of a movie rental serv­
ice through its online iTunes Store and 
a groundbreaking licensing deal of its 
anti-piracy technology. Apple has 
reportedly been in talks with the major 
film studios for the past year, and 
Twentieth Century Fox is one of the 
first studios to allow its films to be 
“rented” digitally through iTunes. 
Apple’s “FairPlay” copy-protection 
platform is also going to be licensed 
and built into Fox DVD releases, 
allowing people to transfer the movies 
from the DVD to a computer or an 
iPod. Apple and Fox have declined to 
comment on this exciting new possi­
bility, but an official announcement is 
expected in February.
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by C.W. Tompkins 
Asst. A&E Editor
To the casual viewer this year's failed 
negotiations between the Writers Guild of 
America (WGA) and the Alliance of 
Motion Picture and Television Producers 
(also known as the 
MEDIA NAMBLA) might
FEATURE seem to have very little
effect on film and tele 
vision. Some will notice that there are still 
new episodes of your favorite shows being 
aired weekly. Network staples like House,  
The Simpsons, and Nip/Tuck are all in full 
swing and with an extensive variety of 
reality content in the mix it may be easy to 
forget the absence of favorites like 24, 
Entourage, and Heroes.
Though the consequences have not been 
felt in our homes, Hollywood is certainly 
feeling the sting. The strike has cost the 
industry $151 million, causing studios to 
end contracts with some big names.
The consumer is next. Though televi-  
sion has some new scripted content it  
won't last more than a couple more weeks. 
The Office and 30 Rock have both run dry 
already. Only a handful of scripted prime 
time shows have completed seasons. Most 
only have two or three episodes left. If you 
hope to follow any scripted content this 
winter, I suggest you don't get too invested 
because, with the exception of a few like 
the new Eli Stone starring Johnny Lee 
Miller (Trainspotting) you will be left out 
to dry if the writer's strike continues much 
longer.
The winter lineups for most networks 
are pretty much screwed. It seems like Fox 
will be the only network to make it through 
these hard times with nearly completed 
seasons of King of the Hill, The Simpsons, 
and a complete season of American Dad, 
and let's not forget the self-sustaining 
American Idol, which is pretty much all 
Fox needs anyway. ABC is hinging its 
livelihood on eight episodes of Lost but I  
think this show is doomed for an OC-like 
collapse this year. CBS looks to be cling­
ing only to reality shows for the next cou­
ple of months and NBC has almost nothing 
except for a limping Conan and Leno.
Which brings me to the return of late 
night programming. As opposed to the 
casual viewer, the insomniacs out there 
will most certainly have noticed a differ­
ence. The only scripted late night shows 
right now are on CBS. Letterman and 
Ferguson’s production company, 
Worldwide Pants, privately negotiated 
with the WGA and struck a deal on 
December 28. However, they still got beat­
en in the ratings by NBC’s Leno and 
Conan the first week back.
The content of these shows has become  
awkward at times with a kind of gong 
show hit or miss quality. There seems to 
also be desperate attempts at comedy and 
entertainment. Sometimes Conan just sits 
at his desk and spins his wedding ring. But 
I think people have been tuning in because 
of a new madcap quality that is unpre­
dictable and supplemented by a charisma 
both hosts share.
These shows also depend on drawing 
big name actors to keep people interested, 
and because the Screen Actors Guild has 
given its support to the WGA, it is hard to 
get some big names in the interview chair. 
Some shows have even been sharing 
guests like Mike Huckabee and Howie 
Mandel. However, Leno was able to get 
Will Ferrell and Conan was lucky enough 
to have Tom Hanks appear on his show.
Comedy Central has also given the 
"OK" for its news programming to contin-
Best: Atonement — Keira Knightley and James 
McAvoy produce wonderful screen chemistry in this 
compelling drama. The viewers are drawn in by this 
awe-inspiring story of how a simple mistake can turn 
into something so immense.
Best: Flight of The Conchords'. This
Contributors
Internet: Annmarie Granstrand 
Celebrities: Claire Pevoto 
Fashion: John Mango 
Graphic by John Vaghi
Movies: Neil Francisco 
Television: CW Tompkins 
Music: John Vaghi 
Books: Alison DeNisco
Out: Dead animals. Seems like PETA’s just 
pouring blood on everyone nowadays .
Worst: I Think I Love My Wife — Chris Rock is popu- 
lar for his years ofhosting the MTV Video Music 
Awards. This is because he was funny. This movie, 
however, is the antithesis of funny. This poor excu
 of a comedy was a catastrophe and I am truly
. ashamed for witnessing such agony on film.
Best: In 2007, no band sparked more of a 
revolution than Radiohead did with their 
“pay for what you want” album In
Rainbows (which I paid nothing for), a sweep­
ing array of complex sounds that evoke more imagina­
tion than any other album of the year. It’s the Radiohead 
album for people who hate Radiohead to boot.
Worst: Britney Spears’ Blackout is the most qualified 
candidate for worst album of the year, but the Foo 
Fighter’s Echoes, Silence, Patience and Grace sorely 
disappoints. Not that it is bad (it is quite 
good), just a forgettable repetition of their 
previous work.
Best: “Charlie Bit My Finger - Again!”
Nothing. Nothing is more adorable than British chil­
dren. Add in physical conflict and 
pleasant resolution and you have 
the best YouTube video of 2007. 
Because of its 55 seconds of 
heart-melting fraternity, it has 
received over three million hits in
the past eight months and is the number one reason for 
child-like English accents being poorly imitated in the 
“quiet zone” of the library.
Worst: “Two Girls. One Cup.” Trust me. Don’t 
click it, Pandora. You’re safer watching the 
reactions.
In: Clothes with stripes. Apparently emo is fashionable.
half-hour romp 
through New York features a duo singing and dancing its way 
through poverty and the New Zealand consulate. If you like 
talking stoves and 1986 David Bowie from the movie 
Labyrinth I suggest you check out the first season.
Worst: A Shot at Love with Tila Tequila: Why does the 
host of Pants Off Dance Off get her own dating show?
No one really cares if you're bisexual, Tila. Your 
winner was a dumb greaseball anyway.
Best: Nineteen Minutes by Jodi Picoult
In my eyes, Jodi Picoult can do no wrong. In her 
2007 New York Times bestselling Nineteen Minutes, 
she once again chooses a controversial topic to weave 
an amazing story full of complex characters and plot 
twists. Mad props, Jodi.
Worst: Such a Pretty Girl by Laura Wiess
It's not that Such a Pretty Girl was a "bad" book, 
! necessarily. However, the plot was 
underdeveloped and the ending was 
y unrealistic. A pretty girl didn't 
a beautiful (or memorable) book.
Best: Jamie Lynn Spears pregnancy. No, I’m not say­
ing teenage pregnancy is a good thing, nor is a 16 year-old 
living with a 19 year-old a great idea. But kudos to 
Britney’s little sis for keeping the baby and handling all the 
press responsibly.
Worst: Bob Barker leaving The Price is Right. No offense 
to Drew Carey, but “Come on down” just isn’t what it used 
to be.
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Remembering Heath Ledger
1979-2008
by C.W. Tompkins ‘09
Asst. A&E Editor
Actor and heartthrob Heath Ledger was 
found dead in an apartment on Broome 
Street in Manhattan this past Tuesday 
afternoon. He was 28.
Details were initially hazy as police 
announced the apartment belonged to 
Mary-Kate Olsen, lovable Full House 
scamp turned anorexic socialite, but her 
publicist immediately denied Olsen’s asso­
ciation with the residence.
Though the evidence indicates an over­
dose, it is unclear whether Ledger’s death 
was accidental neither do the police sus­
pect foul play. An autopsy was done on 
Tuesday and as information on that report 
becomes public more will be known about 
the cause of the actor’s death.
Around 3:30 p.m. on Tues., Jan. 22, a 
masseuse arrived to the SoHo apartment 
for an appointment. Upon being let in by 
the housekeeper, the two discovered 
Ledger’s body in the bedrrom. He was 
found unconscious and naked on the floor 
at the foot of a bed. No illegal drgus were 
found in the apartment, but there was an 
opened bottle of sleeping pills on the 
nightstand next to the bed.
The New York Times announced on 
Tuesday that the masseuse attempted to 
revive him but he did not respond. Police 
arrived on the scene a few minutes later
FOCUS
On- and off-screen lovers: Above: Ledger with Brokeback Mountain co-star, Jake 
Gyllenhaal. Left: With ex-fiancee Michelle Williams at the 2005 Oscars.
and declared Ledger dead on arrival.
Heathcliff Ledger was bom in Perth, 
Australia on April 4, 1979, and broke into 
showbiz at an early age. His first 
Hollywood film was the Shakespeare- 
inspired 10 Things I Hate About You and 
his career took off from there.
Ledger was praised for his performance 
in Brokeback Mountain for which he 
received an Academy Award nomination in 
2005, though he lost. He also met his ex 
fiancee Michelle Williams on the set of 
Brokeback Mountain.. The couple had a 
daughter, Matilda on Oct. 28, 2005.
Most recently Ledger was one of the 
seven members of an ensemble cast por­
traying Bob Dylan in I’m Not There and 
just wrapped on the Batman sequel, The 
Dark Knight, to be released in July. 
IMDB.com has also listed him as filming a 
Terry Gilliam piece called The 
Imaginarium of Dr. Parnassus, though it is 
not clear how far along production is.
Upon hearing of the actor’s death, Mel 
Gibson was quoted on people.com saying, 
“I had such great hope for him. He was 
just taking off and to lose his life at such a 
young age is a tragic loss.”
27 Dresses Tells It Like It Is
A&E Gives You a Girl’s and Guy’s Look at the Latest Rom-Com
by Annmarie Granstrand ‘09 
Asst. A&E Editor
Movie-goers tend to recklessly throw 
about the cursory description that a movie 
has “something for everyone.” Not that 27 
Dresses would certainly be appealing to 
the U 16 boys soccer circuit of the 
Cranston area but it does offer something 
for most other demographics. Full of relat­
able characters, Katherine Heigl leads the 
pack as the girlfriend we all know.
Juggling thousands of things at once, 
Jane (Heigl) can’t seem to say no to any­
one but appears as the last person you’d 
expect to unravel. The hopeless romantic 
has proudly planned 27 weddings for her 
friends. She enjoys life in her shabby-chic 
apartment on the Lower East Side of 
Manhattan, clipping the nauseatingly flow­
ery wedding articles and dreaming of mar­
rying her unattainable boss (Ed Bums).
Oh, but those best laid plans. Making 
the plot much more identifiable, every­
thing goes wrong. Jane’s hot younger sister 
(Malin Akerman) shows up, steals the boss 
and, what do you know, they get engaged. 
To balance out the tragic turn of events, 
there’s refreshing shots of sarcasm by the 
obnoxious, slutty girlfriend (Judy Greer) 
who is good for nothing except, saying 
what everyone’s thinking.
Now, don’t consider yourself too self­
centered or surprised if you see your life 
matching up to Jane’s. It only gets worse. 
Not only do you have the sibling rivalry 
factor and the friend who sports the walk 
of shame look more often than you wonder 
why our lacrosse team warms up to 
Cascada—enter the marriage-phobic man. 
Kevin (the intoxicatingly handsome James 
Mardsen) is an attractive guy who refuses 
to consider marriage anything less than the
FOX 2000
only legal form of slavery. Not exactly a 
rare find on the of PC campus.
A new low in hypocrisy, Jane discovers 
that, under the convenient invention of a 
pen name, Kevin has been the one whip­
ping up the tear-jerking wedding descrip­
tions she’s been scrapbooking all these 
years. “I feel like I just found out my 
favorite love song was written about a 
sandwich” she sighs. It happens.
As one of the 37 girlfriends 1 dragged 
along conceded in a Joyce-like epiphany: 
“It is what it is.” 27 Dresses is a fair and 
entertaining depiction of the crestfallen 
third wheel, the perpetually saucy girl­
friend, the spoiled sister, and everyone’s 
favorite—the gorgeous, cynical writer 
with the wounded past. There’s a character 
for almost everyone. Even if you don’t 
fancy any of these folks, at least go for the 
bar scene which includes a fantastically 
drunk rendition of “Bennie and the Jets.” 
Because if Elton can’t make you believe in 
love, no one can.
by John Mango ‘10
A&E Staff
Honesty is the most important point of 
journalism. Unless you’re Hunter S. 
Thompson, and as much as I try and emu­
late that drug-crusted Cro-Magnon, well 
I’m not him. Now, let’s move along on 
this rambling journey.
I’m coming out with it: I saw 27 
Dresses (there’s a joke in there, think 
about it for a second, then we’ll continue). 
I want to hate this movie, because, well, it 
was awful.
There were more groan-inducing half- 
chick-half-pathetic jokes in there than at a 
comedy show on a cruise ship. Also, per­
sonally, nothing is as castrating (Freud ref­
erence, come on, try and keep up here) as 
seeing a movie that has more chick flicki- 
ness in it than a baby shower for triplets. 
And finally it follows the tried and untrue 
movie plot: Girl likes guy, he doesn’t like 
her, other guy goes for her, she hates him, 
she realizes she loves him and they fall in 
love, but only after he makes a dumb mis­
take and rectifies it in one epiphany 
inducing sappy soundtrack-supported 
scene.
Yeah, yeah. I gave away the ending, 
(they get married) but come on if you 
couldn’t guess that then I don’t know what 
to think of you—disgusting, just disgust­
ing. Now, insecure and cliche comments 
aside, let’s move on to the silver lining, 
the clouds in the coffee. Katherine Heigl, 
if you read this, I love you, and I think 
everyone in the theater did by the end. 
She was charming, convincing, and well, 
as gorgeous as someone can possibly be. 
Like all of her roles (haven’t seen Grey's, 
won’t see Grey’s, don’t even try to con­
vince me to watch it) she brings what I 
(and John Wayne) like to call “true grit.” 
She seems like a real person, and in that 
respect, this dumpy little film is rather 
cathartic. So forget you Heigl, making me 
like a chick flick and what not.
Now, girls, yeah, you’ll like it, I can 
assure you, go ahead, go on one of those 
bizarre girls’ night extravaganzas and see 
it. And dudes, please don’t go out of your 
way to see this, that’s just... weird. But if 
you do get dragged to it, at least it’s not 
The Notebook or The Holiday or Step Up 
2 or a Matthew McConaughey rom-com 
where he’s a treasure hunter (1 kid you 
not, that’s a real movie). So there, I said 
it. I liked it. Now if you’ll excuse me I 
need to find a comer to re-examine my 
life in.
The Writer’s Strike: Until the Strike Ends, TV Viewers Will Have to Settle for Mediocre Entertainment
continued from page 14
ue without any writers. The Daily Show 
and Colbert Report are not the best with­
out the writers but Colbert especially 
writes a lot of his own material. The quirks 
of the primary election have also aided the 
duo in this transition.
If I were you, and I am, I would pray for 
the strike to end. I would hate to be forced 
to watch election coverage (God forbid a 
college student follow current events, I 
won’t allow it) or do something productive 
like exercise. Personally, I have a nice rut 
perfectly carved into my couch in the 
shape of my butt. I starch it every morning. 
It would kill me to have to abandon it. I 
have only recently realized how important 
Hollywood and the elusive "writer" are to 
the hopelessly lazy and socially awkward 
but I really wish the consequences for this 
epiphany were less severe. I guess its 
American Gladiators for a while.
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“To write love on her arms.” These six 
words are changing lives and making a 
huge impact around the world. Perhaps 
you have seen a classmate on campus 
wearing a T-shirt with the phrase written 
across the side, or maybe you have noticed 
a favorite band member sporting a shirt 
that proclaims, “Love is the Movement.” 
What does that mean?
To Write Love on Her Arms (TWLO- 
HA) is a movement, a gathering, and a 
message. What started as one man’s 
desperate attempt to help a friend pay 
for rehab quickly exploded into some­
thing much bigger. Jamie Tworkowski, 
an Orlando, Fla. native, started To Write 
Love on Her Arms as he watched his 
friend cut herself, slowly succumbing to 
depression, alcohol abuse, and drug 
addictions. At first he sold a few T- 
shirts with the phrase on them to help 
the friend, Renee, pay for treatment, 
alluding to her self-mutilation, but 
replacing the cuts on her arm with 
something much more powerful: Love. 
When friends in well-known bands 
began wearing the tees and kids from all 
across the nation started responding to 
TWLOHA, it was clear that the move­
ment was beginning.
The message is simple: Love is possi­
ble. Rescue and recovery are possible. It 
is a treatment built on the basis of hope, 
and optimism. “Hope is not a myth,” is a 
message found on the homepage of the 
Web site, www.twloha.com. Many peo­
ple, especially teens, who are depressed 
or suicidal, do not believe there is hope or 
do not see love. Jamie is here to tell them 
that these things do exist and to show 
them by listening, talking, understanding, 
and hoping for them.
All of the proceeds from the shirts 
and merchandise go to recovery, treat­
ment, and prevention of cutting, sui­
cide, depression, and substance abuse. 
Jamie travels all around the country 
speaking at concerts and events promot­
ing the message and encouraging people 
to seek help, assuring them that they are 
not alone. The Web site is a resource to 
connect afflicted people to treatment, 
displays a calendar of events where 
TWLOHA will be promoting, and tells 
the original story Jamie wrote about 
Renee—a poetic short story about pain 
and beauty.
Intertwined with hope and love in To 
Write Love on Her Arms is music. In the 
story, Jamie describes music as a safe 
place: “I would rather write her a song, 
because songs don’t wait to resolve, and 
because songs mean so much to her. 
Stories wait for endings, but songs are 
brave things bold enough to sing when 
all they know is darkness.” The entire 
movement would not be possible with­
out music. The bands that Jamie is 
friends with—Paramore, The Almost, 
Jimmy Eat World, Copeland, and 
Hawthorne Heights, to name a few—are 
the reason the message spread so quick­
ly and so successfully. If you visit the 
TWLOHA MySpace page, you can see 
photos and music videos, as well as the 
video of Jamie telling us what TWLO­
HA is about. You can also read the posts
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Political Ponder Gone Astray
Don 7 know who to vote for? Just not getting it? Join the club!
by Maryclaire Dugre ’ll
Commentary Staff
In the spirit of New Year’s resolutions 
and fresh starts, it seems now is the 
prime time for confronting one’s issues
POLITICAL
in hopes of becoming a 
better person. It is with 
this in mind that 1 dare
to confess and address
my own struggle. My name is 
Maryclaire, and 1 have a problem: I am 
completely and utterly oblivious toward 
the 2008 presidential election. These 
words may appear blasphemous printed 
in a college newspaper, but I hope the 
silent agreement they appeal to in some 
readers overrides the wrath they provoke 
from any political science majors. I am 
certain that I am not the only one cloud­
ed in ignorance and that political apathy 
pervades the younger generation more 
powerfully than we imagine.
It is not that we live under a rock. Some 
general facts about the election are obvi­
ous—that it takes place in 2008, that the 
Democratic frontrunners are John 
Edwards, Hilary Clinton, and Barack 
Obama, and that Mitt Romney is Mormon. 
But aside from this, I find it nearly impos­
sible to gain such a familiarity with the 
platforms and ideas of all the candidates to 
be able to choose a single one and pas­
sionately support that individual.
I made an honest effort to do so over 
break, but to no avail. As soon as I fin­
ished reading an article, I would forget 
the significance of what 1 just took in. 
But are we not supposed to be skeptical 
of what we read, anyway? Fox News is 
conservative while CNN is liberal, I have
Condoms Do Not Prevent Heartbreak
by Claire Pevoto ’10
Guest Commentary
In the December 6, 2007, issue of The 
Cowl, Andy Kowal ’10 argued that the 
Providence College administration should 
allow the promotion of condoms as a pre­
ventive measure against 
HIV along with absti­
nence. While 1 respect 
Kowal’s concern about 
POLITICAL
the issue, I have several points of con­
tention with this article.
In his first paragraph, Kowal informs 
us that he “cannot confirm” whether or 
not the administration actively prevent­
ed the groups sponsoring the 2007 
HIV/AIDS Awareness Week from dis­
cussing condoms as a means to prevent 
HIV. It turns out this was not the case. 
Amnesty International, one sponsor of 
the week, did not seek permission to 
promote condom use. Admittedly, 
Michelle Larkan ’10, a representative of 
the group, said that this was because 
“Amnesty already knows the answer” 
that the administration would give them. 
Helene Hosinski ’09, chairperson of 
Campus Minstry’s Health Advocacy 
Committee, another sponsor of the 
week, however, states that there was 
never any intention on the part of the 
Health Advocacy Committee to promote 
the use of condoms. “There was nothing 
for the administration to say no to,” 
Hosinski said. From the start, Kowal’s 
article is misdirected.
Kowal goes on to say that even 
though Providence College cannot pro­
mote condom use as a means of preven­
tion, the school’s representatives could 
“simply state that, along with absti­
nence, latex condoms are another way 
to prevent the spread of the disease. 
heard. I guess that means that people 
endorse the source of their choice, essen­
tially hearing what they want to hear. 
The media—or at least the little news I 
do watch—has certainly shaped interest­
ing images of the candidates for me. I 
see Edwards and 1 think “haircut,” 
Huckabee, 1 think “Christian,” and 
Clinton, I think “frigid.” I also hesitate to 
trust my friends’ opinions, since they 
usually arbitrarily assume those of their 
parents—who at one time wore leisure 
suits and might have listened to Barry 
Manilow.
Perhaps I am the 
product of a generation 
that needs to be 
constantly entertained, but 
the presidential campaign 
simply cannot sustain me.
But even if there was one source that 
relayed the facts as they happened and 
quoted the candidates in the proper con­
texts, I would still have trouble deci­
phering what is important, and who is 
and is not genuine. 1 have watched 
enough movies to know that most 
politicians are not “Honest Abes.” The 
cynic in me is doubtful of their toothy 
grins and optimism. To me, watching 
the debates is like watching paint dry. 
Perhaps 1 am just a product of a genera­
tion that needs to be constantly enter­
tained, but the presidential campaign 
simply cannot sustain me. None of the
How hard is that to announce?” My 
problem with this assertion is that most, 
if not all students at PC already know 
that condoms prevent HIV. Many are 
unaware, however, of the severe damage 
that condoms and other forms of birth 
control have done to society, specifical­
ly in terms of the family. HIV is just one 
problem in a world in which views on 
sex and family life have gone seriously 
awry. Condoms automatically take 
something away from sex that is essen­
tial to it—its openness to life. Someone 
who has sex wearing a condom is lying 
to their partner. Sex communicates that 
two people are giving their entire selves 
to each other, but condom and birth con­
trol use holds something back.
Another argument made in the previ­
ous commentary is that “by promoting 
only abstinence they seem to be living in 
an idealized Catholic world in which no 
one in college engages in sexual inter­
course.” 1 feel confident in assuring read­
ers that very few people are under that 
misconception. The Catholic Church 
encourages abstinence not only because 
it is the only foolproof way to prevent 
STDs, but also because the Church 
knows that abstinence fosters solid and 
loving relationships among unmarried 
couples. How many people have been 
hurt because of sex? Probably a lot more 
than have been hurt by mutual, respectful 
abstinence. Using a condom might pre­
vent HIV, but it cannot protect your 
heart. 1 think that the Church (and that 
includes people like you and me, not just 
the clergy) promotes a healthy attitude of 
chastity because we know that this is a 
lifestyle that so often goes overlooked in 
our culture.
A small factual note: Kowal com­
plained about the posters advertising the 
human trafficking movie and lecture 
candidates seem to answer the question. 
Rather, they fill their speeches with 
words and phrases like “freedom,” 
“future generations,” and “our nation,” 
blah, blah, blah. (OK, I admit it, 1 have 
never watched a full debate; they always 
seem to be on weird channels that I can 
never find!) Of course, I am generaliz­
ing without any real evidence, but it 
makes me feel better about my insecuri­
ties and so I will continue to do so until 
I actually know what is going on. You 
can imagine the vicious cycle I am in.
And what is with the caucuses? If 
they do not actually count and if they 
are just “to get an idea,” what is the 
point? Although I am curious, I think I 
can wait until candidates are actually 
nominated. In any case, I have heard 
enough about Iowa for the next four 
years. As it appears, the list of ridicu­
lous reasons for my ignorance is quite 
lengthy.
Despite my tendency to tune out any 
and all political debate—whether on tel­
evision or at the dinner table—I do real­
ize the importance of my civic duty in 
voting. So, if someone could mail me a 
neatly constructed poster with an unbi­
ased chart that lists all the candidates 
and their stances on certain issues, writ­
ten on a fourth-grade reading level,  
would be much obliged. Until then,  
shall remain unaware and apathetic, to 
the chagrin of my New Year’s Day self. 
For those of you who are likewise a lit­
tle ashamed of your ignorance but want 
little to do with the obsession over Mike 
Buckbeek or Barack Osama, fear not! 
You are not alone!
because they did not include the word 
sex. Yes, much of what the presentation 
focused on was sex trafficking, but the 
social worker presenting also discussed 
persons being trafficked as domestic 
slaves and indentured workers. Human 
trafficking is an issue covering much 
more than sex, and the posters appropri­
ately reflected that.
I agree with Kowal that there is too 
often a hesitation to talk about sex, and 
this leads to many misconceptions on the 
Church’s views, on the beauty of sex, 
and on medical issues. The PC adminis­
tration, however, should not be obligated 
to allow the promotion of condoms. It 
seems to me that anyone planning on 
using condoms probably won’t seek out 
the College’s permission anyway.
What we need are more discussions on 
what sex means to us as single, college 
students, and how we can realistically 
live with a healthy and respectful attitude 
toward our sexuality in a world that 
makes this difficult. This would be the 
best first step toward reducing STDs and 
improving relationships and families in 
our communities. PC has made some 
good strides this year, with the Theology 
of the Body study group on campus, 
Father Nicanor Austriaco’s talk in 
Aquinas on human sexuality, and the stu­
dent chastity panel in Raymond Hall. I 
guarantee that there are no “taboo” topics 
at such events.
I commend the Health Advocacy 
Committee for taking a holistic approach 
to HIV/AIDS issues rather than simply 
encouraging band-aid solutions such as 
condoms. Sex is too important of an 
issue to remain “hush-hush” on a college 
campus, and I hope that everyone at PC 
will get involved in the dialogue on how 
sexuality fits into our lives.
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Tangents anil Tirades
Put on a happy face. With second semester finally here and half of my freshman year of col­
lege already finished, it only seemed appropriate that I rang in the new year with a resolution 
for 2008. As my friends and I watched the notorious Times Square festivities live on televi­
sion, I couldn’t help but think of the events that occurred within the past 12 months. Whether 
it was Anna Nicole Smith’s highly publicized February overdose, the Virginia Tech tragedy, 
celebrity DUIs, or the recent assassination of Benazir Bhutto, 2007 was an intense year from 
start to finish. In this crazy world in which we live today, it seems that the negative aspects of 
life can at times overshadow even the best moments of the year, and making us lose perspec­
tive on what is truly important. These events are what made me wonder what I could do to 
ensure a positive beginning to 2008. As a result, along with my annual pledges to go to the 
gym more frequently, recycle even when it is not convenient, and keeping my procrastination 
tendencies to a minimum, I realized that I could do something simple every day that requires 
little work and can change an attitude in an instant: Smile more and worry less. So, for those 
of you who are like me and either cannot think of a resolution or are tired of previously failed 
self-promises, try this one—it might be contagious.—Taylor Trudon ’ll
The Cowl
Providence College’s Student Newspaper since 1935
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Just when we thought blondes weren’t dumb . . . Charlize Theron raved about 
Budapest recently. She and boyfriend Stuart Townsend have been backpacking through 
Europe, taking time to sample the sights and mingle with locals. In an interview, she had 
avidly answered questions about her most recent experience in Turkey. She said 
Budapest was a wonderful city and that she had enjoyed their film festival. What’s the 
problem here? . . . She had actually visited Istanbul. Budapest is in Hungary. Miss 
Theron’s talents are clearly stronger in the acting department. The next time she travels, 
she might do well to memorize her guidebooks as well as she memorizes her film 
scripts.—Betsy Rouleau ’08
Something is fishy in Ray. Vacation was a little shorter than I would have liked. It definite­
ly flew by, but I must admit that in that short time, I missed Providence College. I walked into 
Raymond Cafeteria, however, and remembered something I did not miss on vacation: The 
food. I got very excited because in the “Classics” line I saw what appeared to be chicken ten­
ders. I am a fan of anything fried and chicken so I got in the line. There were few people in 
line which confused me because it was a busy time of day and everyone loves chicken tenders 
but I just shrugged it off. Then I got to the front of the line and realized why no one wanted 
it. It was not chicken tenders! It was some vile thing called “fish nuggets.” I had no desire to 
taste fish nuggets and was mad, not only because I had psyched myself up for some tenders 
but because this was the fourth or fifth time Ray has tricked me with this. I always think it is 
chicken tenders and it is always fish nuggets. I call this trick the fishy fake-out and I fall for it 
every time! Curse you Ray!—Andy Kowal ’10
The pen is mightier than the keyboard. Writing can be so impersonal sometimes, and 
yet at other times it is the most touching communication of all. In the writer’s words can 
be found his or her innermost soul or a complete faqade created to hide that very emo­
tion. The Internet and e-mail provide an amazing service of nearly instant communica­
tion with people around the globe, but at the cost of actual inflection and personal con­
tact. At the same time, the growth of electronic communication has actually enhanced the 
intimacy of the written word; receiving an actual letter on paper from a friend is worth 
so much more due to the extra effort and cost incurred to produce such a thing. The writ­
ten word will never die; it will just change forms, and as it mutates the older versions will 
be that much more precious to those who appreciate them.—Ben Perry ’10
It will rock you. Last semester, I went on a rant about how Guitar Hero, while cool in 
concept, is actually quite lame when you consider that acing a guitar solo on a video 
game won’t get you any closer to learning how to play “Mary Had a Little Lamb” on an 
actual guitar. Not that my thoughts on this matter have changed (even after realizing 
afterwards that South Park made a episode this past season that said pretty much the 
exact same thing), but ever since my roommate got Rock Band for Christmas, being a 
fake musician has once again become awesome. Right off the bat, Rock Band blows 
Guitar Hero out of the water by allowing four people to play during the same song as the 
guitarist, bassist, lead vocalist or drummer. Sure, you still aren’t playing real instruments, 
but at least there’s an actual group dynamic to playing music with friends and having fun 
with it instead of making it competitive (which never really made sense to me anyway). 
An added perk to the drumming and singing aspects of the game is that the “skills” one 
can pick up from spending an unhealthy amount of time mastering the mechanics of the 
instruments can most definitely be transferred to playing actual drums or actually 
singing. You probably won’t turn into the second coming of Led Zeppelin, but you’ll at 
least be able to impress your friends by finally knowing how to play “We Will Rock You” 
on drums like a pro and you can bring home that karaoke trophy you’ve always wanted 
for singing your trademark version of “Funky Town.” Take it from me: Even though it’s 
still not as cool as playing real instruments, I can’t remember the last time 1 had so much 
fun playing a game with friends than I have had with Rock Band. It’ll cost you a pretty 
penny, but boy howdy is it worth it. Rock on.—Aiden Redmond ’08
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Now, I know some of you are going to have 
issues with our short winter break . . .”
Time to Grow Up
Everyone knows the theme song for Toys 
R Us: “I don’t wanna grow up, I’m a Toys R 
Us kid . . .” and probably sang along with 
the giraffe in the commercials. Well, we 
may not be Toys R Us kids anymore, but as 
second semester begins and graduation is 
looming in the near future for seniors, 1 for 
one still don’t wanna grow up.
While you are a student, everything is 
perfect. You go to class, sleep, eat, and then 
do whatever you want with the rest of your 
time whether that be studying or playing 
Guitar Hero. It is pretty idealistic. So, do 
you blame me for not wanting to leave this 
oasis for... the “real world?”
I have been told by many college gradu­
ates to “stay in school as long as possible, 
you have the rest of your life to work.” 
Unfortunately, since none of my future job 
options require a graduate degree and I can­
not afford grad school on my own, I have 
decided to put off grad school until my 
imaginary employer decides I need it and 
pays for me to attend.
In the mean time, I have been having mini­
panic attacks. The first came when my moth­
er’s employers decided that they will drop me 
from their insurance upon graduation. It got 
me thinking: Does this mean I am no longer 
insured when I am passed my diploma, or 
when 1 move the tassel? If I trip off the stage 
after getting my diploma, cracking open my 
head in the process, will they just let me bleed 
out saying, “Wow, if only she had insur­
ance?” I thought naively that I would be 
given a grace period, at least until the end of 
the summer, to figure out my future. 
Apparently giving ex-college students time to 
breathe after graduation is an expense they 
cannot afford. But hey, I could survive a few 
months without going to the doctor, even if I 
am a hypochondriac. If you are from Mass­
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achusetts like I am, however, this is not an 
option because the state requires that every­
one have health insurance. It makes sense, 
but if they were not kicking me off of my 
mother’s plan, I would have insurance.
Of course, this ignites a fire under my once 
cool derriere. Over winter break, I spent 
much of my time stressing out about getting 
my resume together, wondering who to ask 
for recommendations from, and discovering 
the tediousness of a cover letter. It was when 
I started trying to write these cover letters, 
however, that 1 realized that I am applying for 
jobs that do not yet exist. This left me horri­
bly confused as to what my next step should 
be and made me get even more frustrated that 
I did not choose to be a doctor or a lawyer 
who have clear paths in life.
Of course, more panic attacks arose from 
not having any job prospects: How will 1 
afford a car? How will I afford rent? How 
does one actually pay taxes? The harshness 
of this “real world” made me want to go back 
in time and curl up with a blanket on a mat 
during nap time in nursery school.
The purpose of this article is not to com­
plain about not having a job yet, or to scare 
freshmen into failing Civ so they never have 
to leave. I am also not going to say that these 
questions that seem based in insanity are not 
valid things to think about. It is to make 
everyone who was living in the same 
denial/fantasy land that college can create 
know that, although it is daunting and we 
might not know exactly what to do, it is time 
to grow up. It is time to make finding a job, 
our job. We cannot go around thinking a 
future will be handed to us upon graduation. 
There are millions of college students grad­
uating every year competing for the same 
job you are. So crack that winning smile and 
personality, speak intelligently, spruce up 
the resume at the career center, and land the 
job of your dreams so that, if nothing more, 
when you walk across the stage at gradua­
tion, you know if you trip and fall, spurting 
blood all over your classmates, at least you 
will be insured.
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How Mikey Got His Letters to the Editor:
Opinion Back . . . Liberalism is very different from Radical Islam.
Well we’re back. A new semester, a 
new schedule, a chance to start all over. 
The slate’s blank yet again. My semes­
ter break was uneventful, in case you 
were wondering, which I am sure you 
weren’t because, to be honest, I would­
n’t care either. I have nothing to rant 
about, nothing to complain about, gen­
erally, I am in a pretty good mood.
The Patriots won, giving them the tick­
et to the team’s sixth Super Bowl. Pitchers 
and catchers report down to Florida in 
about a month, and anyone who knows me 
knows that spring training is the happiest 
time of the year for me.
My roommates and I recently bought 
tickets to the Def Leopard/Styx/R.E.O 
Speedwagon concert at the Dunkin’ 
Donuts Center for Wednesday, April 9, 
2008, and that should be a good time. 
So overall, nothing to report.
But, before this piece turns into an 
episode of Seinfeld, I do need rough­
ly—hold on let me check—roughly 600 
more words so, what to write about?
How about another story about my 
grandmother? Did you know that the 
attacks of September 11, 2001, were a 
conspiracy? Apparently when you get 
old and your only activities are baking 
cookies and playing five cards of bingo 
at a time, the words of the far left 
become gospel. As she rattled off the 
“100 unanswered or rather un-answer- 
able questions of September 11,” I 
asked myself, is this what 1 have to look 
forward to? Then I asked her the very 
same question, and she kept reading 
because she can’t hear anything. Which 
is fine, but it gets annoying when you 
are trying to have an in depth political 
conversation. And after the eighth time 
that you tell her Mike Huckabee was a 
preacher and not, in fact, a bassist in a 
rock band, it becomes pointless and you 
end up just nodding in agreement.
While I am on that subject, this break I 
went to that ultra-liberal coffee place, 
Blue State Coffee, on Thayer Street. 
They give you these little wooden tokens 
that you can “donate” to any charity that 
you wish. 1 gave my wooden Buffalo 
Nickel to the efforts to stop global warm­
ing, of course. The coffee was great 
though. My friend, who wishes to remain 
nameless, was confronted by a supporter 
of Barack Obama during our visit. After
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Based in Hope and Love
continued from page 14
from thousands of teens thanking Jamie, 
their favorite musicians, and proclaim­
ing how helpful To Write Love on Her 
Arms has been.
Currently Jamie and the team are get­
ting excited about taking TWLOHA 
across the pond to the UK. They are tour­
ing with The Rocket Summer, Between 
the Trees, and The Secret Handshake for 
the next few months. They are going to 
begin a UK-based organization, because, 
while they have touched people in 40 dif­
talking for a while, about random non­
sense we came to the conclusion that the 
both of us will probably vote for Obama 
in the upcoming primary.
If the two of you out there that read 
my articles every other week get any­
thing from my writing, it should be that 
I am not an incredibly political person. 
If we put the one tirade on our former 
vice president aside, my other articles 
have been about tired, old baseball GMs 
and their quest to find one more champi­
onship, and silly, short, and stalky game 
show hosts who should stick to improv­
isational comedy.
One thing, however, strikes me about 
Sen. Obama. When someone uses the 
term, “a modern celebrity,” 1 think of 
Obama. He is arguably the best speaker 
I have ever heard in my life. He is 
young, and he knows that a change 
needs to happen somewhere. He is dedi­
cated to the effort of uniting America. 
He is, in my opinion, the candidate that 
speaks to our generation.
I have never really taken a stand on 
anything in my life. So, please do not read 
this and say to yourself, “Oh just another 
person telling me how to vote,” because I 
am exactly like you. I hate when people 
tell me who I “should” vote for, or why, if 
1 vote for someone it is the “wrong 
choice.” Vote for whoever you want, 
that’s what this country was founded on. 
By the people, for the people, or some­
thing like that, right? Do not fall into the 
trap this political season of listening to 
every Tom, Dick and Harry and why you 
should vote for their guy. They are not 
you, they do not vote for you. The only 
person’s opinion that matters when you 
pull that lever, or poke that hole—or if 
you live in a retirement home, push that 
button—is yours. If you don’t like 
Obama, you’re not hurting my feelings. 
My grandmother doesn’t like him; he 
doesn’t play any instrument.
There is no secret agenda behind this 
article, no reasons why my guy is better 
than yours. There is no reason for me to 
even be writing this. This piece actually 
started out as the interesting things that 
happened to me over break, until I real­
ized; nothing interesting ever happens to 
me. No, the only thing 1 do want to ask 
you is to think. When you do step into 
the booth, think. Just think about where 
you want the country to be in four years. 
Think of what you want the future to be 
like. Just think of who you are choosing 
and whether or not you believe it is a 
good decision. That is really the only 
thing that matters.
ferent countries, they want be do more 
and be more of a presence, “Because we 
think it’s important to invest in the peo­
ple and places where needs are being 
met,” the Web site explains.
I encourage you to take a look at the 
Web site and get inspired by this posi­
tive movement. With its basis in the 
simple act of love and the optimistic 
promise of hope, To Write Love on Her 
Arms is literally changing lives. Listen 
to the music, listen to the message, buy 
a T-shirt, and make a difference.
1 am writing this letter in response to 
Mark Scirocco’s “Tirade” in the 
December 6, 2007 issue of The Cowl. In 
the past couple of issues, Mark seems to 
have incited a lot of rage from the liberal 
community here at PC. I’ve bit my 
tongue thus far but this week’s “A Teddy 
Bear Named Muhammad” put me over 
the edge. Unable to form a cohesive argu­
ment, Scirocco ignores multiple feminist 
movements and individuals working to 
improve conditions for women in the 
Islamic world. For example, Nawal al- 
Sa’dawi in Egypt, the late Zilla Huma 
Usman from Pakistan, or even Amina 
Wadud, professor of Islamic studies at 
Virginia Commonwealth University. 
Scirocco’s ignorance about the Islamic 
feminist movement, however, was not 
what infuriated me the most. It seems to 
me that week after week, Scirocco will 
stop at nothing to put a bull’s eye on the
JOIN CIRCULATIONS STAFF!!*
CURRENTLY, WE HAVE ONE 
(THAT’S ONE, UNO, UNE, JEDEN...) 
CIRCULATIONS STAFFER.
SHE CAN’T DO IT ALONE, PEOPLE! 
(AND I KNOW YOU WANT YOUR COWL 
EVERY THURSDAY NIGHT!!!!!!!)
’THIS POSITION ALSO COMES WITH ADMISSION TO THE COWL BANQUET!!!!
Roe v. Wade Anniversary: 
Some Surprising Statistics 
______ vatives on the subject of abortion has
by Mark Scirocco ’10
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According to a new study performed by 
the Guttmacher Institute, US abortion lev­
els have dropped to their lowest since 1976. 
“There were about 1.2 million abortions in 
2005—25 percent fewer than in 1990, when 
the number of abortions was about 1.6 mil­
lion procedures,” the study reported. In 
addition, abortions have dropped 8 percent 
since the year 2000.
Such news has brought cheers of 
applause from the right and the left. 
According to the Washington Post, 
“Whatever the reasons, the trend was wel­
comed by both antiabortion and abortion 
rights advocates.”
Randall O’Bannon of the National Right 
to Life Committee stated, “It’s still a mas­
sive number, but it’s moving in the right 
direction,” while representatives of Planned 
Parenthood such as Cecile Richard note that 
the numbers show that “prevention works,” 
and that all Americans need to do more to 
deter unintended pregnancy.
It seems odd that any abortion rights 
activist would think a decrease in the num­
ber of abortions is something to applaud. 
Unless they are willing to admit an unborn 
fetus’ moral worth then those who support 
abortion should have no problem with a 
woman using the procedure as a means of 
birth control.
With abortion the United States has on its 
hands one of the most fundamental evils to 
face humanity in its history. Liberals often 
shout of the injustice of the death of con­
victed felons from capital punishment, of 
those fighting in Iraq, of the destruction of 
whales off the coast of Alaska, or of turtles 
on the beaches of Florida. Yet, the raw num­
bers of such deaths pale in comparison to 
the deaths of millions of unborn babies over 
the past 35 years.
Applause from the right in response to 
the news that the number of abortions has 
decreased is easy to understand. Since the 
Supreme Court’s handing down of Roe v. 
Wade 35 years ago, the position of conser- 
back of modern liberalism. Comparing 
liberalism to Radical Islam? In the inter­
est of furthering Scirocco’s higher educa­
tion, I will supply him with a definition of 
modern liberalism. According to 
Princeton University’s Paul Starr, 
“Modern Liberalism wagers that a state 
can be strong but constrained including 
rights to education and other require­
ments for human development. To guar­
antee those rights, liberals have supported 
a wider social and economic role for the 
state, counterbalanced by more guaran­
tees of civil liberties and a wider social 
system of checks and balances anchored 
in an independent press and pluralistic 
society.” Civil liberties, independent 
press, pluralistic society? I don’t know 
about you, Scirocco, but that doesn’t 
sound like Radical Islam to me.
—Aimee Audette ’09 
remained largely the same. Since life begins 
at conception all abortion is considered 
unjust.
In addition, conservatives argue that a 
woman’s right to kill her unborn baby is 
nowhere to be found in the Constitution. 
Therefore, the battle of abortion ought not to 
take place in the Supreme Court but should 
be handed to the state legislatures where 
individual states could vote on the issue.
As signs of hope, there are now four con­
servative and originalist Justices sitting on 
the Supreme Court. Hundreds of thousands 
of Americans march every year on 
Washington in protest of Roe v. Wade.
The last three bastions of liberalism in 
America (the Courts, the mainstream media, 
and American Universities) are seeing more 
and more signs of conservatism at every 
level. Until the time when the decision on 
abortion is brought back into the hands of 
the people and the democratic process, any 
news of a decrease in abortion is applauded 
and welcomed by conservatives.
For liberals, however, the position is not 
so clear. The platform of the Democratic 
Party on abortion is that it should be kept 
“safe, legal and rare.” The question that no 
member of the mainstream media asks is 
why anyone supporting abortion wants 
abortions to be kept rare.
One of the fundamental platforms of the 
Democratic Party rests on a woman’s right 
to an abortion. No person can speak at the 
Democratic National Convention without 
being pro-choice. The litmus test that all lib­
erals in the Senate give to Supreme Court 
nominees is whether or not they will uphold 
Roe v. Wade. Each Democratic candidate in 
the current presidential race has promised to 
uphold a woman’s right to “choose.” If abor­
tion is so fundamental to the Democratic 
Party then liberals ought not to be concerned 
with helping abortions become increasingly 
rarer—unless in the depths of their souls 
they themselves realize that it is the taking 
of human life.
Getting those on the far-left to make such 
a concession in the near future is unlikely. 
Planned Parenthood is admitting, however, 
that a decrease in abortion bears merit and 
is indeed a major step.
CULTURE
by Michael Pettinari ’09
Commentary Staff
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If PC didn’t have the Friar as our 










Kenny Quezada ’08, Marissa Boland ’08
“C’mon. I really need this job. Let 
me keep it? Giant headed priests 
have a hard time getting work in 
this town. ”
—The Friar
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Kathleen Smith





Williams earned a spot on the Big East Honor 
Roll this week for his performance in a win at 
Connecticut. He led all scorers with 23 points, 
including six three-pointers.
Smith led the the Friars to a 3-1 win over Boston 




Men’s Basketball at Connecticut W, 77-65
Friday 1/18
Men’s Ice Hockey vs. UMass W, 3-2
Saturday 1/19
Women’s Ice Hockey at New Hampshire T, 1-1
Men’s Ice Hockey vs. Maine L, 4-0
Women’s Basketball at Pittsburgh L, 81-61
Men’s Track at URI Invitational 6th place
Women’s Track at URI Invitational 4th place
Swimming vs. Maine Ind. Res.
Sunday 1/20
Women’s Ice Hockey vs. Boston University W, 3-1
Tuesday 1/22
Women’s Basketball vs. Villanova L, 70-50
Schedules
Thursday 1/24
Men’s Basketball vs. Seton Hall 7:00 p.m.
Friday 1/25
Women’s Hockey at Vermont
Men’s Ice Hockey at Northeastern 
Men’s Track at Terrier Invitational






Men’s Track at Terrier Invitational 
Women’s Track at Terrier Invitational 
Men’s Ice Hockey vs. Northeastern 








Men’s Basketball at Syracuse 2:00 p.m.
Wednesday 1/30
Women’s Basketball at Notre Dame 7:00 p.m.
Standings
Men’s Hockey East Standings (1/22) Women’s Hockey East Standings (1/22)
Hockey East Overall Hockey East Overall
Team w L I Pts, w L T Team w L I Pts. w L T
New Hampshire 9 4 1 19 13 7 1 New Hampshire 10 0 1 21 20 3 1
Boston College 7 3 5 19 11 5 6 Connecticut 7 2 1 15 16 4 3
Northeastern 8 5 2 18 11 6 3 Providence 5 2 2 12 10 9 3
UMass Lowell 6 6 4 16 11 6 4 Boston College 4 6 1 9 8 9 5
Boston University 6 6 3 15 7 11 4 Boston University 4 5 0 8 7 11 2
Providence 6 5 2 14 9 9 2 Northeastern 4 6 0 8 5 14 2
Vermont 4 5 4 12 5 9 6 Maine 1 6 2 4 2 18 2
Massachusetts 4 6 4 12 9 7 5 Vermont 0 8 1 1 4 17 1
Maine 4 7 2 10 8 10 2
Merrimack 4 11 1 9 9 11 2
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Here’s to Your Health: A
Fitness Guide for 2008
This is the first in a series of 
weekly columns on how to 
improve your health in the new 
year by sports staffer Casey 
Reutemann ’09 in the new year.
by Casey Reutemann ’09
Sports Staff
Remember those childhood days when 
New Year’s Eve meant getting to stay up 
until midnight and when the word “resolu­
tion” caused otherwise-composed adults to 
grumble and awkward- 
HEALTII AND ly twitch in anticipation 
FITNESS of having to change 
something about them­
selves? If you’re anything like me, you’ve 
vowed never to become one of those 
“unrealistic-resolution-denying-distress- 
destined-grown-ups” for whom the com­
ing of a new year seems more of a trauma 
than a festivity.
And again, if you are anything like me, 
somewhere between the adaptation to col­
lege life, the frantic search for worthwhile 
purpose to pursue in the real world, and 
ceremonial departure from the teenage 
years you’ve failed to fully acknowledge 
that you have slipped into those same dan­
gerous “grown up” habits uniquely incited 
by the advent of New Year’s Eve.
In fact, I’m willing to bet that the major­
ity of you reading this article will give a 
silent nod of affirmation to the reality that 
the rapidly ticking hours of Dec. 3 b 2007, 
were alive with introspection and conver­
sation about your most well-intentioned 
(probably too idealistic) goals for the com­
ing year.
Don’t misunderstand....I’m not saying 
that the aspirations to lose weight, start 
exercising, eat healthy, boost your GPA, 
take more time to relax, get a good intern­
ship, be a better person, are unhealthy 
objectives. Truth be told, I too have 
attempted to make similar changes in my 
life during my college experience. Not sur­
prisingly, I have failed.
It’s clear that if we could all just stick to 
one of these lifestyle adaptations our 
world, (i.e. the Providence College cam­
pus), would be a happier place. However, 
given the (for some of us, disturbing) real­
ity that we are officially grown-ups, the 
likelihood that life as we know it will hin­
der the accomplishment of these otherwise 
manageable goals is unavoidably high.
Anyone awkwardly twitching? Ready 
for a subject change? Relax. I come with a 
battle plan that ensures triumph over an 
obstinate opponent; adulthood.
Hoops: Seton Hall Up Next
continued from back page
teed it up and knocked it in, and looked at 
me and winked. I had to laugh.”
While the Friars shot an impressive 66 
percent from beyond the arc after halftime 
by compiling a season-high 14 treys, they 
held the Huskies to just 18 percent. The 
Friars were also helped by a double-double 
from junior Geoff McDermott and 11 
points from Xavier.
“In the second half, we ran a better 
offense,” said Welsh. “Most of the time we 
made the extra pass, we had good spacing 
. . .and we tightened up the defense.”
With the win, the Friars improve to 3-2 
in the Big East and 12-5 overall, which 
puts them in a five-way tie for fifth place 
in the conference. If the season ended 
today, Providence would be assured a spot 
in the 12-team Big East Tournament, but 
the Friars know they have a lot of work to 
do between now and March 12—the open­
ing day of the tournament.
“It’s great to win on the road,” said 
Welsh. “Any road win, we’ll take it and 
run with it. It’s a special win because 
Connecticut is a very good team. I give our 
guys a lot of credit.”
Next up for the Friars is a home game 
against Seton Hall on Thursday, Jan. 24.
By simply admitting the absurdity of the 
concept that a resolution made on Dec. 31 
is more apt to be fulfilled than one made 
on any other of the 364 days of the year, 
you take a giant leap towards a healthier, 
more sensible approach to your future as a 
card-carrying member of the “adults-only 
Resolution Club”. Congrats!
That being said, the coming of a new 
year does present a convenient and worth­
while opportunity to reflect on the direc­
tion that our lives have taken and deter­
mine paths for improvement.
Let’s face it, at our age the lifestyle 
choices that we make could have an incal­
culable impact on what, for how long and 
with whom we do what we do for the rest 
of our lives. Therefore let’s focus our 
thoughts on why we want to make changes 
in our lives.
That way, we can actually commit to 
pursuing and, more importantly, enjoying 
the process of achieving those goals, rather 
than following the example of those afore­
mentioned “elders” who often get frustrat­
ed when they lose sight of the importance 
(and necessity) of the struggle to accom­
plish an objective.
I can’t tell you what to want and can’t 
force you to care if you don’t... but I 
can recommend that you seriously con­
sider striving for things that will 
improve the quality of your life now and 
in the future. If you want to commit to 
eating healthier... great! But do it 
because you want to become a healthier 
person and live a longer life not just to 
look good in Mexico on spring break— 
though it is an added bonus!
If you want to start a work-out regimen 
or add to your existing one I wholehearted­
ly encourage you to do so. However, don’t 
force yourself into an exercise routine that 
bores you or is too demanding for your fit­
ness level because you want to lose that 
extra five pounds by Saturday—you 
won’t. Instead, start off slowly and exer­
cise to reduce your stress level, to build a 
healthier body, or simply to learn to enjoy 
something that is good for you.
Whatever you have resolved to do in 
2008, stay committed to it and enjoy the 
ride. Revel in even the smallest triumphs 
along the way, and, most importantly don’t 
let frustration discourage you. In an effort 
to aid you on your journey toward becom­
ing “realistic-resolution-accepting-destress- 
destined-grown-ups,” this new weekly col­
umn will aim to help you with tips, knowl­
edge and suggestions on health and happi­
ness. Here’s to a new year, a new column 
and your health!
Providence will be looking to keep its per­
fect home record in tact, which could 
prove to be a challenge against a Pirate 
team that pulled off an impressive 92-82 
win over Louisville on Sunday, Jan. 20. 
Tip off will be at 7:00 p.m.
From there, the team will return to the 
road for two tough games at Syracuse on 
Sunday, Jan. 27, and then at Notre Dame 
on Thursday, Jan. 31.
Any win from now on is 
big for us. It’s the Big East, 
so we need every win.
Sophomore Dwain Williams
Both of these teams are in similar posi­
tions to the Friars. They sit in the middle of 
the pack in the Big East and are looking for 
a big win to distinguish itself to the NCAA 
Tournament selection committee. While 
beating Providence may not count as a 
marquee win, every game counts in a com­
petitive league like the Big East.
“Any win from now on is big for us,” 
said Williams. “It’s the Big East, so we 
need every win.”
MARY PELLETIER ’OOThe Cowl
Junior Geoff McDermott, averaging more than 11 points and eight rebounds per 
game, is one of the major reasons PC remains in the hunt for an NCAA berth.
Some Midseason Hoops 
Talk with the Sports Boss
by Bradley Chen ’08
Sports Staff
Since there are two weeks between the 
Conference Championship games and the 
Super Bowl in the NFL, there is no reason 
to spend both weeks on predictions 
(though my New York 
SPORTS Football Giants are in it), 
BOSS especially with a fun start to 
the college basketball sea­
son. Men’s basketball is always the sport 
around Providence College that gets the 
most attention, and this year there is good 
reason for it.
The Friars are off to a quality start in 
what once again could be the most difficult 
conference in the nation. Their out of con­
ference schedule was pretty demanding 
and while there were some losses the 
Friars would like to forget, there were 
enough positive aspects to keep them mov­
ing forward instead of backward, heading 
into Big East play.
Beating Temple and then-No. 18 
Arkansas in sunny Puerto Rico in 
November may have been the kick start 
this team needed. While they could not fin­
ish off the Miami Hurricanes, they shot 
down the Boston College Eagles in a very 
hectic match. There was no reason for this 
game to be so close and pushed into over­
time—with a 24-point lead in the second 
half—but they dominated the extra time to 
secure a win.
While the loss to the URI Rams is one 
never welcomed in the in-state battle, it 
looks a lot better due to the incredible start 
by their in-state rivals. However, when a 
game they could have easily won against 
South Carolina, floated away at the end, it 
seemed like it was the same old Friar team 
of the past three years.
With Ryan Gomes the last nationally 
followed player from Providence College 
in the NBA and the Big East’s most 
improved player—Herb Hill—now gradu­
ated, the program is at a crossroad where it 
will be sink or swim. Missing the NCAA 
tournament and appearing only once in the 
NIT in the past three years is not what is 
expected at PC.
The tools are there for a NCAA push 
even without star junior point guard 
Sharaud Curry. Junior Geoff McDermott 
has been playing his usual tough-nosed 
game to go with 11.6 points and eight 
rebounds per game. “Dwain-drops” from 
the hot right hand of sophomore Dwain 
Williams became a full thunderstorm as he 
led the team to a what could be considered 
a must win over Connecticut to keep up 
with the pace in the Big East.
With a 3-2 Big East record to support 
their 12-5 overall record, ESPN’s bracke- 
tology has the Friars set up as a 10-seed in 
the NCAA tourney. The way to create a 
presentable hoops resume on paper is sim­
ple: Take care of the teams you expect to 
beat, and find a way to gain two or three 
upsets. That means no losses to Big East 
cellar-dwellers like Seton Hall or St 
John’s, as they already took down Rutgers 
and USF. Beating a Pittsburgh or Villanova 
and a first-round win in the Big East 
Championship would give the Friars 
enough to put them in March Madness. 
This will all unfold over the next two 
months, and for PC it is time to get back on 
the national basketball map.
Can Tim Welsh, who could be fighting 
for his job or a future extension, find a 
way to pull an upset and escape trap 
games? This much I do know: As PC’s 
“pride and joy” program the one that gets 
the most media time and spending, a 
NCAA tournament berth is needed or it’s 
time to go in another coaching direction.
A good team has been formed—Welsh 
has always brought in some promising 
recruits, the spirits are high, and just see­
ing Providence in a March Madness tour­
nament bracket will only build more 
hype. Let’s go dancin’.
The Sports Boss’s Top Five college bas­
ketball coaches to watch:
5) Bobby Knight: Notice I added “to 
watch” because while he has the most head 
coaching wins of all time, he always keeps 
you on your feet. You never know what he 
might do or say, though he has become 
milder during his days at Texas Tech.
4) Michael William Krzyzewski: That is 
how you spell Coach K’s full name but all 
Duke fans over the years know that. He 
seems to always keep his head, and han­
dles wins and losses with grace. 
Unfortunately, he coaches Duke. Similar 
to my liking Joe Torre while he was the 
manager of the Evil Empire, I have total 
respect for Coach K.
3) Billy Gillispie: He is the head 
coach of a proud program on the 
decline. Kentucky has been blown out 
by Gardner-Webb and Houston and has 
a losing overall record. However, with a 
win over No. 3 Tennessee on Tuesday 
night, the team may be making a turn 
toward salvaging the season.
2) George Thompson III: After a Final 
Four appearance last year and another 
highly ranked Hoyas team poised for 
another deep post-season run, GT3 is 
climbing out of the shadow of his father. 
The Princeton offense is always fun to 
watch because the whole team must be on 
the same page and is expected to con­
tribute. So far, so good.
1) Billy Donovan: Deciding to come 
back to Florida after testing the NBA 
waters—in fact agreeing to an Orlando 
Magic deal—Donovan has to start totally 
fresh. After back-to-back championships, I 
think it is safe to say these Gators won’t 
three-peat. But one of PC’s finest will 
rebuild for the future, while still putting 
together a scrappy young team to compete 
in 2008.
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Do you think the Providence Women’s Basketball Team has a shot at making the 
Big East Tournament, particularly now that junior standout Chelsea Marandola 
is redshirting this season with a back injury and her classmate Catherine Bove 
has missed a majority of the season with another injury?
I hate to say it, but I think the 
Providence College Women’s Basketball 
Team is going to have a very hard time 
making the Big East Tournament without 
junior Chelsea Marandola. While the 
team was originally picked to finish 1 Oth 
in the conference, earning them a berth 
in the 12-team field, their first five 
games have not proven that they are wor­
thy of a spot.
While the Friars did win 10 noncon­
ference games, they have only managed 
to beat South Florida in the Big East. 
They sit in a tie for 11th right now with 
Louisville, St. John’s, South Florida, 
and Georgetown, and only two of those 
programs will qualify. Though PC did 
beat the Bulls, they would have to beat 
two of the other three teams to make the 
Big East.
That will be a tough task without their 
leading scorer. Junior Catherine Bove, 
another key player, has missed the majori­
ty of the season with a knee injury. While 
her return would definitely improve the 
team’s chances at making the tournament, 
there would likely be an adjustment period 
for Bove, who has not played since 
November.
The team is young, and while it has 
shown flashes of greatness, those stretches 
have become few and far between as of 
late. I think it will be in a much better 
position to make a run in 2009, when 
Marandola is back and the rest of the 
Friars have another year of Big East expe­
rience behind them.
This is not meant to be an indictment 
of Head Coach Phil Seymore and the 
team. They have plenty of time to turn 
things around between now and March 
8—the first day of the tournament in 
Hartford—but it would not come as a 
complete surprise if the Friars did not 
qualify until 2009.
—Erin Redihan ’08
Don’t forget to visit thecowl.com each week 
to vote in our new PCI Readers’ Poll!
Last week’s results:
Will the Boston Celtics be able to keep up their 
blistering pace and make a run at the 2008 NBA title?
93 %John Butler—No, the Celts will not win big in ’08.
6 %Bradley Chen—Yes, Boston will win its first title since ’86.
1 %Neither—Both writers missed something.
Looking to Advertised
Place an ad in next week’s COWL! 
E-mail us at 
eowlads@providence.edu 
for more information!
Remember, Cowl readers ... we want to 
hear from you! Just e-mail your questions 
either about PC sports or sports in general to 
cowlsports@gmail.com, and we’ll do our 
best to answer them—and stir up a little 
debate if we can!
Thanks,
The Cowl Sports Staff
“There is no 1 in team.” This message is 
one that resonates loudly in the minds of 
the Providence College Women’s 
Basketball Team as it comes together to 
compensate for numerous injured players, 
especially junior Chelsea Marandola.
Despite the loss of Marandola this sea­
son, Providence’s talent should provedeep 
enough for them to still qualify for the Big 
East Tournament. As of this week, they 
are ranked 11th within the Big East, and 
have ample time left to improve their 
standings. With Marandola stuck on the 
bench for the remainder of the season, 
other team members have already 
answered the call and have stepped up to 
become crucial figures out on the court.
In a Tuesday, Jan. 22, game against 
Villanova, Holmes and Darrian put up a 
fight in the first half of the game. Both the 
women were able to finish the game with 
double-digits.
Also successfully filling the gap are two 
rookie players, Mi-Khida Hankins and 
Trinity Hull, who will only continue to 
improve as the season goes on. Already 
this year Hull and Hankins have been on 
fire. Through four Big East Games, each 
has recorded two double-digit games.
In the upcoming weeks, Providence 
will face up against 11 more Big East 
rivalries. These games will be pivotal if 
they hope to compete in the post-season. 
Already, they have proven to be success­
ful in Big East competition in their victo­
ry against South Florida.
The Friars, who play in one of the 
toughest conferences in women’s basket­
ball, know that it will take hard-work and 
determination to make the tournament. 
Without Marandola, it simply means they 
each need to personally work a little 
harder. They certainly have the talent 
necessary; now let’s hope they can put it 
to good use.
—Mollie Quinn ’09
Men Capture First Win of Season
Providence College’s Swimming and 
Diving Teams put together a productive 
weekend against Maine in their second to 
last home meet of the year. Fresh off a train­
ing trip in St. Thomas, US Virgin Islands, 
both the men’s and women’s teams dis­
played further improvement heading into the 
key tournaments of the season.
The men were able to post their first vic­
tory of the season, winning the meet by a 
final of 154-140.
“It was a great day,” said Head Coach 
John O’Neill. “It was a great opportunity, 
and we took advantage of it. A lot of things 
went right. We’ve done some great work 
before break, and once we got back from 
the holidays we continued that great train­
ing, and it showed.”
Leading the way for the Friars on the 
men’s side was junior Chris Ray, who 
won the 100-meter breaststroke and 
200-meter breaststroke, and was a key 
member of the 200-meter medley relay 
team that won its event.
“Chris had a couple of very good 
races. He’s been working hard on his 
tempo and his pacing, and he’s really 
starting to put some good races togeth­
er,” Coach O’Neill added.
Boosted by strong performances from jun­
ior Nick Trilla (who won the 200-meter but­
terfly), junior Ryan Clark (100-meter back- 
stroke), and sophomore Tim Reilly (200- 
meter backstroke), the Friars were able to 
generate the point totals to gain the big win.
The Lady Friars, though they did not 
win the meet, demonstrated marked 
improvement. Junior Blair Flynn won her 
50-meter freestyle race, and Alexis Fatigati 
won the 200-meter freestyle. Freshman 
Courtney Larcom also had a great meet, 
finishing second in the 400-meter freestyle 
by just four tenths of a second, and also 
posting a second place finish in the chal­
lenging 800-meter freestyle.
But perhaps the biggest story on the 
women’s side was the return of senior 
captain Jessica McCarthy from a back 
injury. McCarthy swam in the 200- and 
400-meter freestyle events in her first 
action of the season.
“It’s great to get back in the water. We 
only have one more home meet, so I’m 
glad to make sure I got in before it’s all 
over,” McCarthy said.
“It’s hard to pick out a singular out­
standing effort because they’ve all been 
giving them,” said Coach O’Neill. It’s 
an exciting time of year as we head into 
February looking ahead to the Big East 
Championships. We’re going to try to 
grab some more qualifying times for 
individuals, and look ahead to the Big 
East meet where we can hopefully do 
our season’s best.”
“We’re going to focus on some very 
specific things first the New England 
Invitational [on February 9], then the 
Big East,” McCarthy added. “Everyone 
is going to try and hit their individual 
cuts to qualify for Big East. Everyone is 
really excited.”
Successful Weekend at URI Invitational
Providence College’s Track Team also 
posted some encouraging results over 
the weekend at the URI Invitational, 
buoyed by three first-place finishes on 
the men’s side and two on the women’s 
side, sixth and fourth, respectively.
Given that it was the teams’ first race of 
the second half of its season, the invita­
tional provided a good measuring stick of 
where the Friars are relative to their com­
petition as they head towards their most 
important meets.
Leading the way on the men’s side were 
their three first-place finishers: junior 
Richie Yeates (mile run in 4:17.40), soph­
omore Hayden McLaren (800 meters in 
1:52.22), and senior Ahmed Haji (3,000 
meters in 8:39.63). On the women’s side 
was a tale of two different sets of 1 -2 fin­
ishes in two different races. Junior Danette 
Doetzel (first, 9:39.83) and senior 
Michelle Childs (second, 9:56.47) set the 
pace in the 3,000-meter run, and sopho­
mores Krystal Douglas (first, 4:57.94) 
and Breffini Twohig (second, 5:03.05) 
held it down in the mile run.
“I was very pleased with the good 
individual performances,” said Head 
Coach Ray Treacy. “Most of the run­
ners did good work over the break and 
they came back strong. But we’ve still 
got a lot of work to do toward the big­
ger meets starting next weekend [at 
Boston University].”
“There was very good competition in 
all of the races,” he added. “Technically 
they all ran very sound and used good 
tactics, which is what you want to see in 
addition to them running fast.”
Of course, the Terrier Invitational at 
BU is a huge opportunity to qualify run­
ners for future races and compete against 
high-quality competition. Senior Max 
Smith will compete in the indoor mile, 
described by Treacy as an “elite” race at 
the Terrier Invitational, and the team will 
also look for big things from McLaren 
and others.
“Everyone will be running their best 
distances to qualify for the major 
meets at the end of the season,” Coach 
Treacy explained.
And with the team showing explo­
sive speed up front, there is much to 
look forward to. And the best part is 
the team is healthy.
PC Grad Qualifies for Beijing Games
All-American and former Friar 
cross-country standout Martin Fagan 
’07 took his first step in his quest for 
an Olympic gold medal by qualifying 
for the 2008 games by finishing 13th in 
the Dubai Marathon on Friday, Jan. 18.
In order to compete in the ’08 
games—which will take place Aug. 8 to 
24 in Beijing—athletes must run a time 
of 2:15:00 in a qualifying marathon 
beforethe event. Fagan’s 2:14:06 put 
him solidly within that timeframe, mak­
ing him Ireland’s first competitor in the 
marathon since the 1992 Olympics in 
Barcelona, Spain.
Fagan, however, did not walk away 
from the marathon pain-free. Instead, he 
is suffering from what may be a stress 
fracture in his hip. Ths injury required 
him to seek medical attention immediate­
ly following the race.
PC Receiyes Gift for Hall of Fame
PC Athletic Director Bob Driscoll 
announced on Dec. 27, 2007, that the 
college has received a $170,000 dona­
tion to renovate the Men’s Basketball 
Hall of Fame courtesy of alum Joe 
Calabria ’65. The Hall, which is in the 
basketball wing in Alumni Hall, will be 
renamed the Joe and Sugar Calabria 
Friar Basketball Hall of Fame and is 
schedule to open in April 2008.
In addition to their donation, the 
Calabrias have established a $50,000 
endowment fund for continuing 
upgrades of the Hall.
Maduro Selected for MLS Combine
For the second straight year, a senior 
from the Providence College Men’s 
Soccer Team has been chosen to partic­
ipate in the Adidas MLS Soccer 
Combine in Fort Lauderdale, Fla. Last 
year, it was goalie Chris Konopka who 
took part. This time, it is'midfielder 
Ryan Maduro who was one of 54 play­
ers selected for the combine. Unlike 
Konopka, however, Maduro did not 
play in the three-day event, which took 
place from Jan. 11 to 15.
The purpose of the combine is for scouts 
from the MLS teams to have the chance 
to evaluate prospective talents before the 
MLS Superdraft, which took place on 
Friday, Jan. 18, in Baltimore, Md.
—Compiled by Drew Goucher ’08 and 
Erin Redihan '08
FRIARS Update
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Providence Skates to Tie with No. 1 New Hampshire
by John Butler ’ll 
Sports Staff
Christmas now is far in the past, and the 
break is merely an afterthought, as the Friars 
Women’s Ice Hockey Team advances down 
that infamous portion of season known as 
“The Stretch.” But in their 
WOMEN’S first two of 14 consecutive
HOCKEY Hockey East match-ups to
conclude the regular season, 
the Friar bladers have 
responded with poise and determination.
With a win over Boston University by 
a score of 3-1 Sunday, Jan. 20, following 
an impressive 1-1 tie with No. 1 
University of New Hampshire on 
Saturday, the Friars are now in third 
place in the Hockey East Division with a 
5-2-2 record in conference play.
The potent Friar offense effectively dis­
mantled the BU defense Sunday, particu­
larly in the first period of play, during 
which the Terriers struggled to move the 
puck out of their own territory. Indeed, the 
Friar onslaught cut through the Terrier 
defense like a knife through warm butter.
Friars Head Coach Bob Deraney said 
of the team’s recent success, “It’s really 
rewarding to see [the players] be reward­
ed for their hard work. In this day and 
age when people want to do just enough 
to get by, [the players] understand that 
they have to earn it by how hard they pre­
pare,” he said.
Senior defenseman Kathleen Smith led 
the Friar charge all afternoon and scored 
two goals, in addition to notching an assist. 
Her first goal came in the middle of the 
first period after classmate Sarah Feldman 
won a faceoff and passed to forward Katy 
Beach. Beach then spotted Smith with an 
open opportunity to score and fired a pass. 
Smith responded with a slapshot, and gave 
the Friars a 1-0 advantage.
The key to the Friars’ recent success, 
according to Feldman, has been increased 
execution and efficiency on offense.
“Since the Break, especially, we’ve 
been playing better offense,” she said.
COURTESY OF SPORTS INFO
Providence junior goaltender Danielle Ciarletta was named the Hockey East 
Defensive Player of the Week for her stellar play against No. 1 UNH and Boston 
University this weekend.
“Before, we were too cute and too fancy 
with the puck, but now we’re producing 
the way we should and getting the puck to 
the net.”
Indeed, the Friars notched 36 shots on 
goal against BU and managed 19 against 
New Hampshire.
What lies behind the offensive prowess 
of the powerhouse squad, though, is smart 
passing, which served as the necessary 
forerunner of the Friars’ second goal 
against BU. Taking advantage of a power 
play, defenseman Brittany Simpson, 
Feldman, and Smith relayed the puck 
through Terrier territory without hesitation 
or submission to defensive pressure.
Finally, Smith attempted a shot which 
was deflected by Boston goaltender Allyse 
Wilcox. Senior forward Danielle Tangredi 
picked up the rebound and rocketed a blast 
through the poles, which gave the Friars a 
lead that they maintained for the remainder 
of the contest.
“When we move the puck, we get 
goals,” said Feldman. “We’ve started to 
realize that the puck moves a lot faster than 
a person does.”
Smith sealed the victory with another 
goal in the third period on a power play, 
representing the second time that PC had 
capitalized on the advantage.
The sound offensive play on the day was 
matched defensively in goal by junior 
Danielle Ciarletta, who blocked 26 shots. 
With her 27 saves the previous day, 
Ciarletta registered a .964 save percentage 
on the weekend, an impressive follow-up 
to a week in which she earned Defensive 
Player of the Week Honors for her 79 saves 
in two days against No. 4 Mercyhurst on 
Saturday, Jan. 12, and Sunday, Jan. 13.
Ciarletta, however, humbly attributes 
the numbers to a team effort. “Defensively, 
the team has been doing a great job of 
breaking out cleanly or keeping our oppo­
nents out of our end, but it is also a tribute 
to our offense’s ability to keep pressure on 
the other team in their end,” she said.
Still, Deraney emphasized the crucial 
role of the Friar goalies.
“The work ethic of the goaltenders,” 
Deraney said, “has shown that practice 
is more important than the games. 
They’ve come to understand that you 
perfect your game by working extreme­
ly hard at practice.”
Ciarletta’s performance in goal against 
New Hampshire was truly near perfect and 
impressive, given that the Wildcats’ two 
best scorers, Sam Faber and Sadie Wright- 
Ward, have earned 33 and 27 points, 
respectively .this season. The Friar defense 
held Faber scoreless, and limited Wright- 
Ward to just one goal on the day.
“Holding a team that does have that 
many prolific scorers ... to under 30 shots 
was an accomplishment in itself,” Ciarletta 
said. But the key to shutting down offens­
es “all comes down to preparation during 
the week,” she said.
Tangredi was the lone scorer for the 
Friars, but it was her score that kept the 
seemingly immortal Wildcats within reach 
of the spirited Friars for the entire after­
noon. She scored on an assist from 
Feldman. With the assist, Feldman was 
credited with her 100th point as a Friar, 
only the 32nd blader in the history of the 
program to reach such a prestigious level.
The Friars travel to Vermont for two 
games next weekend, Saturday and 
Sunday, Jan. 25 and 26. There they will 
look to secure two more Hockey East 
wins, which are critical to making a tour­
nament bid.
“We’re going to continue to focus on 
playing a better brand of hockey for 120 
minutes,” Deraney said.
If they continue playing as well as they 
have this month, the Friars will be dancing 
come tournament time.
Hockey: Split Weekend Set Friars: Seton Hall this Week
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ious other times this season.
“Sometimes it happens. We need to rec­
ognize the situation and play diligently—I 
use the word details. We’ve been getting 
caught running around. We need to 
become more diligent. Mental mistakes 
lead to goals,” said Army.
Overall, though, it was a big win for the 
Friars and an impressive performance.
The next night was different for the 
Friars. Maine came to town. Generally a 
power nationally, they’ve been struggling 
this season. Currently, they sit at the bot­
tom of Hockey East. However, they 
brought their A game on Saturday.
The Friars started strong, out-shooting 
the Black Bears 21-8 in the first period. 
Goalie Ben Bishop was perfect, stopping 
every shot. He allowed very few rebounds, 
limiting the Friars to only one chance.
Early in the second period, Maine 
jumped on the board. Matt Duffy scored 
off a rebound, giving the Black Bears a 1- 
0 lead. They never looked back.
The score remained 1-0 as the third 
period began. Maine scored quickly, 
however, to keep control of the game. 
Wes Clark scored five minutes into the 
period. Less than two minutes later, Jeff 
Marshall gave the Black Bears a com­
manding 3-0 lead. Vince Laise scored an 
empty-netter in the final minute, cap­
ping Maine’s 4-0 victory.
“It was disappointing. We had an oppor­
tunity to put Maine away—to win all three. 
We gave them a chance to get back in the 
race,” said Army.
He added, “We played extremely well 
in the first period. We made one mistake, 
and the whole dynamic of the game 
changed. When you dominate at home, 
and they stay alive, the advantage goes to 
the away team.”
Clearly, a major reason for this was 
the outstanding play of Maine’s goalie 
Ben Bishop.
“Ben Bishop can beat vou, he doesn’t 
give up rebounds. We had good chances, 
he stopped them. Another goalie, it could 
have been a different story,” said Army.
Since starting the season 0-4, the Friars 
are playing much better, 9-5-2, to be exact. 
Many of the wins have come against 
nationally ranked teams, and it does seem 
that the Friars are getting better as the 
weeks roll on.
“The team is coming together. We’re 
finding the right combinations. Our goal­
tenders are managing the games better. 
We’re reading off each other better. 
There’s been a general growth to our 
game,” said Army.
The Hockey East Conference is wide 
open this year, with little between the 
teams in the standings. An extra point or 
two will be the difference between who 
has home ice for and who even makes the 
conference playoffs.
“It’s up for grabs. Everyone thinks they 
can win it. The dynamics are changing. 
The pack is a lot tighter,” said Army.
Things don’t get easier for the Friars. 
They’ll have a home-and-home this week 
end against Northeastern. The Huskies 
have enjoyed the national spotlight this 
year, starting strong and earning them­
selves a place in the national polls. The 
two teams met earlier this year and played 
a hard-fought physical game. Though the 
Friars fell in overtime, they played very 
well, and the two teams should play a tight 
series this weekend.
“We need to get a lot of pucks to the net, 
get second chances. We have to recognize 
situations. We cannot make unforced 
errors; they’ll take advantage of them. We 
need to make them work for it. We need to 
restrict their opportunities,” said Army.
Friday’s game will be played at 
Matthews Arena in Boston. Saturday’s 
game will be played at Schneider Arena at 
7:00 p.m. on Jan. 26. Tickets will be free 
for PC students, as always.
continued from back page
and made adjustments to shut us down, 
and we just didn’t do that,” said Darrian.
The Providence squad was able to con­
nect on just six out of 23 shot attempts, 
which was no match for Villanova’s on tar­
get shooting from the field and in the paint.
Although their efforts did not result in 
a win, the Friars can take some comfort 
in knowing that they have a second 
chance against the Wildcats. The two 
teams will meet again in mid-February. 
This time, knowing what to expect 
should leave the Friars ready and eager 
for a come-back victory.
In the second half, they 
came down and scored 
every time and we only 
scored every other time, 
You can’t win a game that 
way.
Sophomore Kendria Holmes - -
“We’re going to watch the tape and 
come back ready to make some adjust­
ments to their offense,” said Darrian. 
“Hopefully we can come up with some­
thing different that will help us get the win 
against them on their home court.”
For a team that’s been struggling in 
league play, a road game against a ranked 
opponent isn’t exactly the best prescription 
for a cure. Unfortunately for the 
Providence College Women’s Basketball 
Team, that’s exactly what they faced when 
they traveled to Pittsburgh on Sunday, Jan. 
19, to take on the Pittsburgh Panthers.
In the first half of play, the rims weren’t 
exactly forgiving for the visiting Friars. 
After holding a 9-8 lead seven minutes into 
the contest, the Friar shooters went ice 
cold. They managed to convert on just 
eight of their 29 field goal attempts in the 
first half, which left them with an abysmal 
first half field goal percentage of 27.6%.
On the defensive side, things didn’t turn 
out much better for PC as Pittsburgh’s star 
guard, Shavonte Zellous, torched the Friar 
defense. Fueled by the play of Zellous, 
Pitt, ended the first half on a 22-9 run 
which gave them a convincing 30-18 half 
time advantage.
Without two of their top scorers, junior 
Chelsea Marandola and senior Catherine 
Bove, Providence has had a tough time 
finding the bottom of the net. The result 
had been a tough start in Big East play, but 
in second half at Pittsburgh, the Friars 
showed that they still have plenty of talent 
and will not give up even if that means 
playing without Marandola and Bove.
Providence left their first half shooting 
woes in the locker room and came out a 
much more confident team in the second 
half. The women in black and white 
moved the ball with more efficiency which 
led to better shot selection and ultimately a 
much improved second half field goal per­
centage. PC went 14-30 (46.7%) from the 
field after halftime and scored an impres­
sive 43 points in the second half.
Unfortunately for Providence, their 
newfound offensive success didn’t carry 
over to the defensive side. Pittsburgh con­
tinued to their hot shooting and rallied oft' 
51 points of their own in the second half. 
Again, Shavonte Zellous paced the Panther 
attack, finishing with a game-high 30 
points helping her team to a 81-61 win.
Despite the 20 point loss, a lot of posi­
tives were taken from the game. Freshman 
guard, Mi-Khida Hankins had a strong 
showing for the Friars, posting a team-high 
16 points to go along with eight rebounds. 
Sophomore guard, Brittany Dorsey also 
had a strong showing for PC, contributing 
nine points, going 3-3 from beyond the 
three-point arc. The younger players on the 
team are starting to step up and will hope­
fully continue to develop as the conference 
schedule continues.
This week the team will seek its second 
and third conference wins against Seton 
Hall and Notre Dame.
Sports
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Friars Earn First Road Win from Downtown
by Erin Redihan ’08 
and Dan Ollquist ’10 
Sports Staff
Although playing on the road is a diffi­
cult task for any team, the Friars have had 
more than their share of difficulty playing 
away from the Dunkin Donuts Center the 
last two seasons. However, 
MEN’S one place where Tim Welsh’s 
HOOPS team has played well in recent 
years is the Hartford Civic 
Center, home of Big East foe 
Connecticut. As has become the norm 
between these two programs, the visitors 
walked away with the win, 77-65.
“We play well here,” said Providence 
Head Coach Tim Welsh. “We have some 
familiarity with the building . . . It’s old 
Big East.”
The Friars went to Hartford on 
Thursday, Jan. 17, looking for their first 
road win of the season. Though the team 
had won on neutral courts in the Puerto 
Rico Tip-Off Tournament and the Hall of 
Fame Challenge, Providence lost its first 
two Big East games this year at Marquette 
and at DePaul. A win over Connecticut 
would help avenge these early miscues on 
the road and give the team some momen­
tum as it moves into a crucial portion of 
the season, where two of the next three 
games will come on the road.
The Friars got off to a fast start by open­
ing the game with two quick baskets from 
sophomore Brian McKenzie and junior 
Weyinmi Efejuku. The Huskies quickly 
bounced back to take a 13-7 lead at the 
14:12 mark off a layup by Doug Wiggins.
COURTESY OF SPORTS INFO
Sophomore Dwain Williams was named to the Big East Honor Roll after compil­
ing a game-high 23 points in a win at Connecticut on Thursday, Jan. 17.
That six-point deficit was the largest faced 
by the Friars in the game. They battled 
back with a 14-0 run capped off by a three 
pointer from sophomore Dwain Williams.
“I just got in the rhythm during the game,” 
said Williams. “I shot with confidence.”
Though PC led through much of the first 
half due to the sharp shooting of Williams 
and fellow sophomore McKenzie, the 
Friars found themselves down by two at 
the half, 34-32.
“One thing that I know as much as I





know my name is that if you are impa­
tient against Connecticut—and they will 
make you play that way sometimes— 
they will turn those opportunities into 
easy baskets,” said Welsh. “I felt that we 
had six or seven possessions where we 
tried to go too quickly in the first half 
and we got nothing.”
The second half was arguably one of the 
team’s best offensive periods of the sea­
son, as they scored 45 points and led by as 
many as 20 at one point.
PC recaptured the lead when the Friars 
went up 37-36 off a Williams jumper. After 
trading leads with the Huskies throughout 
the first five minutes, Providence took the 
lead for good at the 15:05 mark off a trey 
from Williams. He finished with a game­
leading 23 points off six NBA-distance 
three pointers, earning him a spot on the 
Big East Honor Roll for the week.
“Williams took a couple that would 
make my father, an old coach, turn over on 
his couch in Raleigh and say how do you 
let a guy take shots like that from 27 feet,” 
said Welsh. “But they go in. One time  
was screaming at him to pull it out, but he
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Friar Cagers Fall in Up and Down Weekend on the Ice
Two Big East Games
by Mollie Quinn ’09
Sports Staff
As the bitter cold days of 
January drag on, it is hard to 
imagine an end to this cold long 
Winter. And, as many varsity ath­
letes will tell you 
WOMEN’S it often feels this 
HOOPS way during the 
athletic season.
Any team that plays from 
November through March is like­
ly to hit rough patches along the 
way, even during good years. 
Sometimes you just need to give 
it time, get a few losses out of the 
way, before you can continue 
down the winning path again. 
Hopefully, this is the plan for the 
Providence College Women’s 
Basketball Team.
The Friars hosted Big East foe 
Villanova on Tuesday, Jan. 22, in 
what was supposed to be a close 
competition. Although the Friars 
trailed by just four points at half 
time, they were outscored 37-21 
in the second half. In the end, 
Providence fell to Villanova, 70- 
50, leaving them at 11-7 overall 
for the season.
Sophomore Kendria Holmes 
netted a team best 13 points for 
the Friars. Junior Shantee Darrian 
tallied 10 points and a game-high 
eight rebounds.
In the first half, the Firars play 
demonstrated a wealth of poten­
tial, as they stuck with the 
Wildcats the entire time. The 
first twenty minutes featured 
eight ties and 11 lead changes.
The two teams battled back 
and forth for much of the half, 
Villanova never led by more than 
four points and at one point the
Friars were ahead by three.
With 1:18 remaining on the 
clock Holmes hit a crucial shot 
for the Friars tying the game at 
29-29. However, Villanova 
retaliated, closing out the half 
with a 4-0 run to take a 33-29 
lead into halftime.
The exciting, neck in neck play 
in the first half was followed by 
unmatched competition in the 
second half. Villanova started the 
second half on a 13-6 run and 
never looked back, building a 46- 
35 lead.
“In the second half, they came . 
down and scored every time and 
we only scored every other time,”  
said Holmes. “You can’t win a  
game that way.”
The Friars defense failed to 
shut down the unstoppable 
Wildcats. Villanova was able to 
capitalize on Providence’s col­
lapsed defense and with 4:13 left 
to play worked their lead to as 
many as 26 points.
On offense Providence could 
not get the opportunities they 
needed to in order to put points : 
up on the board.
“Their coach saw what we 
were doing the entire first half
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To read more about the 
postseason hopes of 




by Ryan Holt ’09 
Sports Staff
It was an up and down week­
end for the Providence College 
Men’s Hockey Team. On Friday, 
Jan. 18, it defeated national No. 9 
UMass 3-2. On 
MEN’S Saturday, it fell to 
HOCKEY Maine, 4-0. Both 
games were played 
at Schneider Arena. The Friars 
netted two points in the Hockey 
East standings over the weekend.
Friday night’s performance 
was a dominant one for the 
home team. They began by win­
ning the battle for shots, 11-4 in 
the first period. Though they 
won that battle, the game 
remained scoreless.
In the second, the Friars scored 
twice further, establishing con­
trol. Sophomore John Cavanagh 
scored three minutes in, on assists 
from freshmen Jordan Kremyr 
and Ben Farrer. Three minutes 
later, freshman Matt Germain 
doubled the Friar lead to 2-0.
They carried the lead into the 
locker room. Midway through the 
third, they added their third goal, 
as sophomore Greg Collins 
scored short-handed.
Though the score was 3-0, the 
game was far from over.
In the games final three min­
utes, UMass made the game 
much more interesting. Brett 
Watson struck first, bringing the 
Minutemen within two.
Then they pulled their goalie. 
With the extra man, Chris Davis 
scored, binging them within one, at 
3-2, with 1:40 to play. The Friars 
clamped down in the final 1:40 and 
held on for the 3-2 victory.
“It was a scramble all the way 
in,” said Friar Head Coach Tim 
Army. “We played very well. I 
thought we took it to them. We
courtesy of sports info
Freshman Matt Germain scored one of three Friar goals against 
No. 9 UMass on Friday, Jan. 18.
had an excellent 57 minutes.”
Though they played a good 
game against a good team, there 
were some moments of weakness.
“Our power play had a chance 
to put the game away and we did­
n’t,” Army said.
Another problem was in the 
closing of the game. UMass’ 
only goals came in the final 
minutes of the third period. 
Lately, closing out periods and 
games has been a problem for 
the Friars. Against Lowell earli­
er this month, the Friars gave up 
a game-tying goal in the closing 
seconds of the third period.
In the final seconds of over­
time, they relinquished the win­
ning goal. This has happened var-
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